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ABSTRACT
A 3-year guidance program to increase achievement

level and motivation admitted 73 low achieving 10th graders.
Experimental subjects were assigned to seminar or non-seminar groups;
controls remained in the usual slow track. Both experimental groups
were divided into smaller groups for flexibly programed classes in
English, social studies,, and reading and for guidance classes; both
groups participated in weekly cultural programs and field trips. The
seminars for the one group provided individual counseling,
conferences, supervised study, and library work. Students were
evaluated throughout the program. Results varied from year to year
but there were no significant differences in IQ or motivation.
Although all had losses in achievement test scores at the end of the
1st year, the seminar group ranked first at the close of the program
on every criterion measure variable, thus suggesting a differential
response to the program. (JD)
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I.

VI. INTRODUCTION:

A. The Problem

Syosset High School, like all other high schools across
the country, had a group of students who were considered, to
be low achievers, i.e., measured achievement level was below
their measured indication of ability. These students occu-
pied classroom space, but did not learn, and may be thought
of as mental drop-outs. In the past, these students were
placed in a separate program intended to remediate their
learning difficulty. The purpose of the differential
tracking was to "promote" these students to the standard
program. However,. examination of the record showed that
few students moved from the remedial tu the standard track;
the few who did advance achieved only marginal success.
The remedial track was not clearly differentiated, and
whatever differences existed between the tracks served to
perpetuate placement in tle remedial track. The low achie-
ver has been aptly described as "the unsolved problem" of
the high schools.

In urban and rural communities, many of these low
achieving students become school drop-outs, i.e., they
physically discontinue school attendance. This drop-out
problem has been the subject of much concern and study in
recent years. However, in suburban communities, largely
middle income groups, parental pressures operate to main-
tain the student in school physically - in body, if not in
spirit - and the student becomes a "mental drop-out". The
continued presence in school of these mental drop-outs pre-
sents additional difficulties to the school, but also pre-
sents the opportunity of new solutions to'their problems.

The faculty at Syosset High School believed that we
needed a more effective and realistic approach to our under-
achieving pupils. The related literature and our own obser-
vations suggested that there were several basic factors which
contributed to underachievement. There have been many pro-
jects which have attempted to resolve the problems of the
underachiever by modifying one factor or another. But, since
most studies point to the multiple nature of the problem, a
remedial approach should perforce require a multiple attempt
at solution.

A review of the related literature indicates no single
cause, and no simple cure. Among the most often cited causes
of low achievers were:dissatisfactions of both teachers and
the students themselves, the low achievers' poor self-con-
cept, the importance of the teachers' role and attitudes,
and the necessity for curriculum modification. Much of the
previous research on the underachiever has been focused, on
extreme groups, that is, the bright underachiever, or to a



lesser extent, the underachiever who shows evidence of below
average ability. The majority of our underachievers appeared
to have et least average ability as reflected on the usual
group ili6elligence test. "At least" refers to the fact that
these students attained their test scores despite their
academic disabilities, and all the negative attitudes that
have been ascribed to underachievers.

This project was concerned with the improvement of the
achievement o1 low achieving high school students by the
development of a multiple approach. The approach focused
on three major areas that have beoN identified in other
studies as factors in underachievement.

One of the possible variables involved in poor achieve-
ment is the :pelf- concept of the student. Since this broad
self-concept subsumes many factors, this investigation fo-
cused on one aspect of self-concept, the motivation of the
student to achieve. The intent of the study was to identify
the motivation of high school low achievers, to increase
their motivation, and to improve their level of achievement.
In order to accomplish this, the project utilized an approach
which attempted to modify those areas which have been des-
cribed as being related to poor school achievement: the
attitude of the teacher, the teaching techniques and curri-
culum employed, and the attitude .of the low achiever. The
purpose was to increase the motivatlon of the low achievers
by relating the curriculum. content to them more directly,
by small group seminar discussions which would make the
academic material more meaningful, and by reflecting their
worth in positive teacher attitudes toward them.

Thorndike l -Tkindicates that in designing research on
"underachievement" the focus of research concern should
be on areas that represent possible modifiability, as con-
trasted with "stable relatively unmodifiable factors" such
as sex or aptitude. Motivation ca, be experimentally aroused
and the intensity affected by manipulating experimental con-
ditions.

B. Review of the Literature:

The approaches to resolving the problems of underachieve-
ment that we used in this study were suggested by the findings
and writings of many writers. In both theory and practice,
certain variables were frequently mentioned as being associa-
ted with underachievers. The general problem of the children
involved in our study is aptly described in the following
quote from Holt:

"Subject peoples both appease their rulers and
satisfy some part of their desire for human dignity



by putting on a mask, by acting much more stupid
and incompetent that. they really are, by denying
their rulers the full use of their intelligence
and ability, by declaring their minds and spirits
free of their enslaved bodies.

"Does not something very close to this happen often

in school? Children are subject peoples. School

for them is a kind of jail. Do they not, to some
extent, escape and frustrate the relentless., insa-
tiable pressure of their elders by withdrawing the
most intelligent and creative parts of their minds

from the scene? Is this not at least a partial ex-

planation of the extraordinary stupidity that other-
wise bright children so often show in school?
Under pressure that they want to resist but don't
dare to resist openly, some children may quite de-
liberately go stupid. They deny their intelligence
to their jailers, the teachers,. not so much to frus-

trate them, but because they have other and more
important uses for it. The result is that they are
not all there during most of their hours in achool."'

One of the general frames of reference for the study
was Kelly's examination of the educational process in his
discussion of "Education for What Is Real". He 'views learning

as a function of the perception of the learner:

"We assume that the child goes to school to acquire
knowledge, and that knowledge is something which
has existed for a long time and is handed down on
authority. Learning,, then, under this assumption
becomes a matter of acquisition and acceptance.
If the student fails to acquire an education, he
is opposing the demands of authority.. Since each

-- teacher is an authority in his own right, subjects

are taught separately and there is a failure to
synthesize various subjects, with each other and to

the learner himself. We should not assume that the
subject matter'means the same to the student as it
does to the teacher."9

These observations have far reaching implications regarding
curriculum, tracking and learning and suggest that the sub-
ject matter, the teacher and the student must all be consi-
dered part of a common matrix when the process of education
is examined. Both meaning and meaningfulness of subject
matter are important to learning at all age levels. At the
high school level, it becomes particularly important for the
adolescent to perceive the world independently rather than
accept it because of authority. Lorand in analyzing the
learning problems of adolescents, pointed out the very per-
sonal nature of learning. She finds that adolescents are
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so concerned about social relationships, appearance, popula-

rity, etc.,
"... that very little energy remains for school work,
which, by comparison, is not meaningful but rather is

an artificial task imposed on them.
They are required to endure tension and frustration and they
often turn from learning to activities in which they can se-

cure immediate gratification, pretending contempt for their
peers who maintain academic standards.

"The need to not know is a fundamental difficulty
in many learning disabilities. To learn means to
lean painful facts; therefore, all learning is

feared and avoided. "10

Atkinson and Feather described the failure-threatened
personality as the individual in whom the motive to avoid
failure greatly exceeds the motive to achieve. They said

that such an individual is so threatened by failure that he
resists and avoids activities in which his competence might
be evaluated against the standard or the competence of
others. They pointed out that social pressures and con-
straints rather than motivation to achieve force him to
undertake activities requiring skill when there is uncer-
tainty about the outcome.

"Given an opportunity to quit an activity that
entails evaluation of his performance for some
other kind of activity, he is quick to take it."

The failure threatened individual is described as suffering
"a chronic detriment in achievement tests" whose chronic and

repetitive failures cause him to be pessimistic about his
chances in future undertakings)

Many writers have described several sources of under-
achievement with particular focus upon the role of the under-
achiever's self - concept. Carmical described the characteris-
tics of high school achievers and underachievers. Motiva-
tional forces, curriculum and personality structure were all

mentioned as causative factors. The writer recommended that
further investigations be made of the self-concept of the
underachiever who appears to have a low regard for himself
because he has not known the satisfaction that can be ex-
perienced from academic success.3

Goldberg et al made a comparison of different groups of
high school students (bright, average and slow;. They found
that underachievers viewed themselves as less adequate in
intellectual and task-related behavior but their "wishes"
in these areas were comparable to those of achievers. This
indicated a greater discrepancy between underachievers' per-.
ception of self and, their aspirations or wished-for self.
The findings suggested that the underachiever may view
achievement as beyond his means to accomplish and therefore
must either lower his aspirations to minimal levels or seek



less appropriate measures to improve his attitude toward
self. A comparison of improved with non-improved under-
achievers suggested that the latter saw little chance of
reconciling their real and wished for status.5

This discrepancy between real and wish status was des-
cribed by Horney as a basic source of conflict. One of the
ways the individual seeks to solve conflict is to create an
image of what the individual believes himself to be, or what
he feels he can or ought to be. This image exerts a real
influence on the person's life even though it may be an un-
realistic image. The more unrealistic the image, the more
it makes the person vulnerable and avid for outside affirma-
tion and recognition. If the individual focuses either upon
the realistic self or the discrepancy between the idealized
image and actual self,

"then all he is aware of and all we can observe are
his incessant attempts to bridge the gap and whip
himself into perfection. He keeps tglling us what
he should have felt, thought, done."°

Therefore, to create the acceptable image, the low achiever
avoids achievement as a means of improving his image and
would have poor motivation in this area. Both the teacher
and the curriculum material serve as reflectors of what
the underachiever does and what he fails to do.

Torrance noted that the concept of the underachiever
lacks objective determination and is too often wrapped up
in the values of the teacher. Among suggested reasons for
underachievement are critical attitudes shown toward the
underachiever, e.g., unsought opinions, scorned imagination.16

Epperson commented about the effects of the student's
alienation from the teacher upon the academic output of the
pupil, and the fact that teachers exclude deviates who can
recognize teacher disapproval.4

E. Blechman in a review of current practices with
slow learners, criticized watered-down life-adjustment and
general course instruction. He objected to the limitedscope
of these programs which do not permit the adolescent to

"immerse himself in the larger world of man becauso
there is nothing in such education that will

enable a person to live with himself." 2

Matire's study of self-concept and achievement motiva-
tion showed that subject with low achievement motivation,
rated dchievement related traits as unimportant and there-
fore have less discrepancy between their level of motivation
and their self-description.11

Winterbottom found that individuals with low need for
achievement have mothers who are less demanding and tend to
have little faith in their ability to do things. This sug-
gests an important influence of teacher attitude upon the



low achiever since teachers of this group tend to expect

little of them in achievement.18 McClelland et al also

found this relationship between independence training and

need for achievement: Parents who expect achievement from

their children tend to get such behavior from them.12

Williams et al found that feelings of underachievers

related to their sense of failure and disappointments with

themselves. They also found that underachievers revealed

a lack of strictness, praise and pressure in relation to

their parents. Thus, lack of expectations from teachers

and, lowered standards could contribute to lack of motivation

to achieve.17

Hypotheses (stated in null form)

a) A guidance program will not significantly increase the

achievement motivation of a group of high school low

achievers.

b) A guidance program will have no significant effect upon

the achievement level of a group of high school low

achievers.

For the purpose of the study, the below terms are

operationally defined as follows:

Achievement Motivation

Concern over competition with a standard of excellence

Low Achiever

Students assigned to tenth grade trtwk three in English

and social studies by teachers and guidance counselor on the

basis of actual class performance, grades, and test scores.

Guidance Program

An enriched program consisting of curriculum and methods,

student seminars and faculty seminars.

Objeptives:

1. Increase students' motivation to achieve by:

a) Creating more positive teacher attitudes.

b) Creating a more meaningful ctu-riculum.

c) Increasing the standards of performance in
English and social studies.

d) Relating their personal interests to the curriculum.

e) Creating an in-group with which they can identify

and, which reflects a desire for achievement and
academic success.



2. Increase students' actual achievement in all subjects by
raising their achievement motivation and increasing
academic skills.

3. Development of a new approach to low achieving high
school "drop-outs" by a guidance and curriculum approach.

4. Demonstration of techniques and approach to teachers
other than those directly participating in the project
(high school level), and to teachers on lower grade
levels.

5. Development of new curriculum materials tased on actual
use and experience with these materials in the classroom.

VII. Procedures:

a. Subjects Involved

All pupils recommended for track three in English and
Social Studies in tenth grade for the school year beginning
September, 1965 were included in the study with the exception
of those students assigned to a part-time vocational program
out of the district, On this basis a total of.seventy-three
students teas included in the study out of a total available
population of ninety -one. (The remaining eighteen were stu-
dents in the vocational program). In accord with the recom-
mendation of the State Education Department, the size of the
control group was increased by fifty subjects for statistical
analysis of the final results. These students met the same
criteria for being low achievers as the original group and
were selected from the grade which was a year behind our
original group. The assignment to track three was made in
ninth grade on the basis of teacher and guidance counselor
recommendations, actual class performance and grades and
test scores. Originally it was intended to also statis-
tically identify and confirm the low achieving students,
but. several operational difficulties prevented the use of
this methnd to select subjects for the study, although the
use of regression equations was used subsequently to des-
cribe performance. It was intended originally to use the
Sequential Tests of Education Progress, part of the guidance
program for tenth grade, as the criterion of achievement.
The scores of the Otis Intelligence Test, also part of the
regular guidance program administered in ninth grade were
to be used as the predictor score. However, there was an
unavoidable delay in having the test scores returned from
the Test Scoring Service and a further delay in obtaining
the results of the statistical analysis of the scores, so
that this data was not available until the end of the first
year of the program after the groups had already been or-
ganized. Fur thee, the State Education Department recom-
mended at the end of the year that a second IQ score be
obtained to make this measure more reliable. Results of
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this testing were not available until the middle of the

second year of the program.

The students selected were randomly assigned to a con-

trol group and two experimental groups. Distribution of boys

and girls in each group was equalized. Mean IQ's were cal-

culated for the various groups to ascertain if the groups

were equivalent,

The tenth grade low achievement students were-divided

into three groups:

1) Experimental Group A - Seminar

2) Experimental Group B - Non-Seminar

3) Control - Regular Track 3

b. Educational Activities

1) Experimental Group A

The students who comprised Experimental Group A were
divided into two smaller class groups for classes in English

and Social Studies. These classes were held periods one and
two in the day and, together with a third period, formed a

block of time that was utilized for team teaching, small
discussion groups, and other procedures which required
flexible programming.

The third period of the day was used for student seminar
meetings (two periods per week), individual counseling, super-
vised study, library work, and teacher-student conferences.
The seminar groups consisted of seven to eight students.

After screening by the reading teacher, the group was
divided into three smaller groups based on their reading
level and reading disabilities for the purpose of receiving
remedial instruction one period per weik.

The group attended group guidance classes, guidance
topics were explored, e.g., vocational interests, career
areas, recreational interests, hobbies, clubs, et cetera.

Weekly enrichment programs were scheduled to involve
the students in activities in which they ordinarily would

not participate. These activities included, films, folk
music, science lectures, and field. trips.

The field trips were to historical museums, art ex-
hibits, theatres and subjects of general interest (commu-
nications, transportation, et cetera). In all instances
field trips were related to current topics in the curriculum.



2) Experimental Group B

This group followed the same program as Experimental

Group A except they did not participate in the student

seminars. They were divided into two smaller groups for

classes in English and Social Studies.

3) Control Group

These students followed a regular program of study

selected according to the usual high school procedure. No

special provisions were made for them, and they served as

a comparison group for the two experimental groups by pro-

viding a standard of reference for statistical purposes.

Li) Faculty Seminars

All faculty members involved in the program attended
two faculty seminar meetings per week for the purpose of
discussing students, classes, instructional techniques,

curriculum and teacher attitudes.

The program activities fell into three categories,
separate, but related: curriculum, student seminars and

faculty seminars.

Curriculum guides in English and Social Studies were
prepared prior to each school year to provide a frame of
reference for curriculum development during the year. Ma-

terials and techniques were prepared, added, deleted and
modified as an ongoing process during the term. Teacher
preparation periods and the faculty seminars were used to

evaluate curriculum materials and methods. Experiences
with students in the classroom were reflected in revisions

that were made. Core programming in English and social

Studios with back-to-back scheduling, followed by student
seminar, permitted integration of both subjects. The stu-

dent seminar fostered small group discussion of classroom
topics and provided feedback to the teachers about the
stt.dents' reactions to the previous classes.

In addition to the textbooks, supplementary readings,
films, field trips, recordings and invited resource persons

were used.

The following reports of activities are representative
of classwork, seminars and curriculum development and evalua-
tion which occurred during the three years of the program:

The study of the Etruscans; Hannibal; Caesar; the Barbarians;
Early Christianity; and the Middle Ages --In relating English
studies to this period of history, the use of the language
and alphabet was introduced with, excerpts from writings of
that period. During the study of the Crusades and the be-
ginning of the Renaissance, youngsters had the privilege of
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visiting the Cloisters; at another time, they heard the

author of one of their textbooks, Dr. Jack Abramowitz, talk.

It would appear that our awareness of their dearth of

experiences with art forms arose from the Cloisters trip.

This wasn't actually the case. We were quite aware, from

the beginning, of this gap in their experience. What we

did learn from the trip was that we had undertaken too much,

too soon. The visit to the Cloisters substantiated the lack

of readiness on the part of these students to accept, under-

stand and appreciate art, and their need for structure and

limits.

The low achiever usually regards all art forms - theatre,

film, music and visual art with suspicion. The faculty, there-

fore, instituted a regular Friday program of enrichment. This

enrichment included films such as: "Have I Told You Lately

That I Love You?", "The Humanities", "Roots of Happiness", and

"The Theatre". The subject matter ranged from personal and

family problems, to enrichment and appreciation of art forms.

A "live" program and discussion of folk music led by a member

of the English Department, provoked extraordinary interest.

All such Friday sessions were led by teachers in the study

program and/or guest teachers from our high school, or other

institutions. Question-discussions were built into the

program by the faculty to provide mental stimulation and

enjoyment.

Students in Speech were taught parliamentary procedure,

techniques of group discussion, and how to relate personal
and community problems to group discussion.

The history of Europe up to the sixteenth century with

emphasis on its cultural and economic aspects: Feudalism;

Role of the Church; Crusades; Revival of Trade; Renaissanc;
New Ideas in Religion - During the regular teacher curricu-
lum planning sessions, the teachers agreed that the histori-
cal thread binding this period together could be man's
relationship to the state.

The English program used "26 Lette.n" to discuss the
history of punctuation and thLI impact of printing during

the eixteenth century. ''26 Letters" also demonstrated
dramatically the myriad factors of luck, circumstance,
scientific knowledge that pushes men.

An attempt to relate this to the preseni; was also made.

The Social Studies program called for a dramatization of a

scene from history. So, in Speech, we went directly to the

Drama Unit: How to Act in Plays; and Creative Dramatics,
to coincide with the Social Studies unit. There was coordi-
nation between the two subjft matter areas in that the
Speech classes, working on a dramatization of The SiEning.of
the Magna Carta, improvised, wrote a script, costumed, staged
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and presented a short play on this subject, The rest; of

the unit included the appreciation of drama as entertain-

ment, i.e., pantomime, Improvisation, the structure of a

play and differences between tragedy and comedy. Plays

studied included: "You Can't Take It With You", "I
Remember Mama" and "Life With Father". English classes

included literature relating to the growth of democracy -

the theme of Social Studies.

Field trips were used to supplement class work. The

study of the Middle Ages led to a visit to the Cloisters;
such visitations were rare for our group. A visit to the

New York Air Traffic Control Center was related to tha

Crusades - Renaissance - Da Vinci.

Our field trips were multipurposed. They provided

supplementary material for class work and provided mate-

rial for further discussion. The trip itself was a new

experience for most students and we used the trips to

establish a standard of behavior. Gross misbehavior
and inability to "usa." a field trip was quickly followed
by another field trip to achieve several goals:

1. To indicate our confidence in the group.

2. To reward those students that met minimal
standards of behavior.

3, To clearly demarcate the new group in which

we included many borderline students who
thus were identified as belonging to the
"new in-group" as a means of separating
them from the "old in-group". The "old"

group thus became identified as a minority
group who received no recognition or reward.
Comments by the students to the posted list
of students who were to go on th next field
trip attested to the success of this tech-
nique in establishing a "new in-group". The

trip to the Air Traffic Control Center was
eminently successful as reflected in the
interest shown, questions asked, and the very
commendable behavior manifested by the students.
Many of the out-group students wanted to know
the next day, "How do we get on the list?"

Enrichment highlights included in the curriculum in
addition to the field trips and the guest lecturer on the

Crusades were:

1, The introduction of a mobile library on all
subjects to stimulate reading for pleasure as
well as content.

2. The further utilization of the student seminars
as a bridge between subject matter and life by
introducing readings, records and pictures from
the Renaissance.



3. A radio show depicting the Black Plague and a
dramatic performance of the Signing of the
Magna Carta. Performances and scripts were by
the students, as an outgrowth of Speech class
work.

4. An exhibition of drawings by students showing
the development of weaponry and dress.

In addition to the daily lesson plan, the weekly formal
curriculum planning sessions and the many informal curricu-
lum discussions, the teacher kept a summary, the anecdotal
record of what went on in the classroom. The students'
reactions to the subject matter and the teachers' opinions
of the lesson were carefully recorded. The anecdotal re-
cord served as an invaluable guide for future lesson plan-
ning and provided us with an insight into the youngsters'
lack of desire to learn.

Student Seminars:

The four participating teachers in Social Studies and
English conducted student seminars during the third period,
four days each week. These didactic student seminars were
in operation from the beginning of the program. By the
beginning of the new semester in January, the guidance
counselor and school psychologist were introduced as par-
ticipants in the seminars. The seminars were used to
achieve several goals:

1. To further elaborate and discuss class materials
of the first and second periods - i.e., English
and Social Studies.

2. To use English and Social Studies as complemen-
tary subjects, by discussing in seminar, aspects
that are common to both subjects.

3. To make school subjects more meaningful by re-
lating their content to the students and by
encouraging each student to react individually
to the material as it currently and individually
at'ects him.

In both seminar and class, the teacher sought to mobi-
lize active individual student participation to promote the
development of a new group standard. The usual standard
for our group was non-participation, non-verbal responses
or reactions that are irrelevant to the academic material,
(i.e., fooling around, talking out, etc.). The usual group
pressure on its members was not to do work or participate
if they wished to receive group approval, and membership in
the group. Our goal, through teacher encouragement, praise,
attention, focused on interruptive student tactics, and em-
ployment of group rather than teacher censure, was to convert
the group standard to one of active participation and discussion
of class work. The pressure was then on non-participants to
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join, and upon disruptive students to conform to a new class
standard because of class group pressure. While it was ex-

pected that some students would remain non-participating and

disruptive because of multiple severe problems, it was our

goal to make these students an ineffective minority identi-
fied by the other students as such, rather than have them
serve as models for the group.

The initial uneasiness of faculty members in being in-
volved in seminar meetings was largely dispelled through ex-
perience and discussion of difficulties in our teacher

seminar meetings. A major contribution of the student semi-

nars to student participation was the model set by the tea-
chers by their own involvement and willingness to react, and
to discuss their reactions and what the topics meant to them,
thereby setting an example for the students and stimulating
the students to participate, This active interaction also
reduced the separation between teacher and student that our
students perceived, exaggerated and distorted as an insur-

mountable barrier to any dialogue between teacher and student.

In seminar, the students expressed their intense feelings
about school, the "system", their self-deprecation, feelings
of futility and inadequacy ta learning and their reactions
to education, both general and specific (e.g., sense of
sameness and boredom in their lives, "Why are we here?" -
"We're like bumps on a log"). Some students, unable to
participate in the larger groups of the classroom, spoke

in seminar when the discussion seemed less academic and
where personal viewpoints, not as vulnerable to criticism,
were not only possible, but were encouraged and heard.

Much of what occurred in seminar also occurred in the
classroom. - They were continuations of each other. In

class, not only did the students discuss the curriculum
materials, but were engaged in learning to criticize and
evaluate their criticisms. They learned to think, and to
ask questions about their world and themselves and to see
the relationship between subject matter and themselves.
(e.g., connection between automation - communication -
family.)

The atmosphere between teachers and students became
more relaxed. Many of the students were able to listen to
each other's opinions on a variety of topics such as, ortho-
dontia, pictures of Greece and Rome, rock and roll records,
clothes, films, fads, grades in school, the length of the
school day, permissive parents, why go to school, etc.

The students reacted in a more positive fashion to the
need for the seminar. However, the faculty seminar leaders
were not, at the beginning, able to utilize the seminar as
a means of probing into the learning problem of each student
participant. This took considerable time.
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Faculty Seminars:

On Tuesday and. Thursday afternoons from approximately
1:30 to 3:30 P.M., the faculty team discussed student reac-
tions to the regular class lesson and the seminar. We
discussed:

1. Experiences and difficulties that occurred in
classroom and seminar.

2. Curriculum materials that had been tried, how
successful they were, and possible new materials
or techniques to be introduced.

3. Observations and information on individual stl*
dents appropriate to learning or behavior
difficulties presented by the students.

4. Techniques to be used with the group - e.g.,
handling silence which was the result of non-
participation, grades on report cards, use of
a mobile library in the classroom, classroom
discipline.

5. Current theory in education and psychology
relevant to learning, perception, creativity
and intellectual functioning, adoles3ence,
theory, current research findings and our own
experiences were reviewed and related.. For
example:

During the first month of the program, case histories and
guidance records of each student were analyzed in order to
obtain a picture of the child's school record and past beha-
vior. Subsequently, each faculty team member reported on a
study made on the underachieving child for the purpose of
acquainting the whole team with the results of the work of
psychologists and teachers in this area. The psychologist
summarized the results and highlighted applicable points
where necessary.

Some of the faculty seminar sessions were devoted to
the history and development of Intelligence Testing, as well
as the proper and improper use of these tests by the classroom
teacher.

Remedial Reading Pro ram:

Reading Tests - The total number of Enriched. Track3
Program students assigned to reading instruction were tested
with the DIAGNOSTIC READING TEST: - Survey Section. This was
a silent reading test designed to screen students according
to general reading proficiency and to diagnose specific weak-
nesses in speed, vocabulary, and comprehension. The test is
constructed to measure proficiency in these areas for students
in grades seven through the freshman year in college. According
to the author's research, the most accurate range of the test is
in grades nine, ten and eleven.
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In addition to the silent reading test, an oral reading
test was individually administered to each student in the
program. The test used was the GRAY'S ORAL READING PARA-
GRAPHS TEST. Its purpose was to measure by grade level
the oral reading proficiency of each student. The test
was particularly valuable in detecting students with speci-
fic disabilities such as in word recognition and pronuncia-
tion, and in habits which effectively lowered efficiency in
reading. Among these habits were frequent hesitation, re-
petition of words or phrases, substitution of words not in
the text, omission of words in the text and general diffi-
culty in reading paragraphs of increasing difficulty. Both
silent and oral tests correlated well in determining the
quality of reading. The bulk of students tested were below
their actual grade level in reading abilities.

Remedial Reading Curriculum

Outline of Course and Procedure: A structured reading
course was designed to help the student overcome the reading
difficulties discovered in the testing. To more effectively
instruct all students, three groups were established, into
which students of similar reading ability were placed..
Group One comprised the most seriously deficient readers;
Group Two, the average range of deficient readers, and Group
Three, the least deficient, (those who read closest to actual
grade level).

Instruction was adapted to the needs of each group, and
followed the plan of building and strengthening reading skills,
particularly those which were lacking, or most deficient.
When a skill was learned, practiced and mastered, another was
introduced. With the accumulation and mastery of these skills,
reading assignments were given which required their use. The
goal of the curriculum in reading was to persuade students to
use a large number of learned reading skills selectively and/
or in combination to effectively achieve the total communica-
tion the author intended. The following skills were taught:

1. Purposeful skimming to locate specific information,
as a method for review of Aaterial already read;
as a means of previewing material to be read, and,
as a means to get information rapidly from rela-
tively easy reading material.

2. Finding the main idea of a sentence, a paragraph,
and the entire reading selection.-To assess the
author's purpose and to establish its value.

3. To read study-type material with an outline in
mind.

The course made use of a variety of materials each de-
signed to augment instruction in a skill or a number of re-
lated. skills. Each of the following texts were used:



1. McCall-Crabbs Standard Test Lessons in Reading
2. Be a Better Reader by Vila Benton Smith
3. S R12;70niang Books, - Eooks 1, 2 and 3

EFETITaiiTE-"Elmpson

Later in the course, reading tests were again given to
determine the extent of progress made by each student.

The reading teacher attended several teacher curriculum
discussions. At these times, the team was given suggestions
on how the subject teacher could assist in the correction of
reading deficiencies.

Youngsters who found reading difficult and a chore did
not read for pleasure. They also disliked doing the reading
required by the school. The team librarian became a part of
these students' every day life through the mobile library.
A collection of fiction and non-fiction books was selected
by the librarian, who highlighted the plot of several books,
and gave the students interesting quotations in order to
arouse interest. Special book selections applicable to
the Social Studies work, yet within the students' reading
level were also made. Books thus selected and "sold" to
the students, included historical narratives and biographies.

Teachers worked closely with the librarian on research
lessons. Special collections for these purposes were made
easily available to the students in the library during special
research lessonz.

Each student was provide:LI with an annotated reading list -
"Ploasures of Reading". The list consisted of specially de-
signed fiction to provide high interest combined with low
reading level.

The librarian attended all curriculum 1,1anning sessions
and faculty seminars, thus providing the teachers with sug-
gestions of source material for curriculum enrichment. Film
library catalogues were extensively used, and recommendations
were made by the librarian to the entire team, on films to be
used during the Friday enrichment programs.

As a part of the team, the librarian knew each child,
his interests and his reading ability; and could therefore,
give each student individual guidance to.ancourage learning,
through reading.

Program of the Guidance Counselor

Physical Arrangements: The guidance office was adjacent
to classrooms where students and teachers spent the first,
second and third periods. The counselor was readily avail-
able, and this was particularly important for some of these
youngsters who had a low tolerance for frustration, and a
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relatively short attention span. When they were concerned
with questions or problems, they were inclined to be im-
patient for attention. While our hope was that they learn
to tolerate more frustration, in terms of getting to know
them and their concerns, this physical arrangement was ideal.

First Semester Goals: Counselor for Students

1. For counselor and students to become acquainted,
for establishing mutual respect and confidence.

2. To discuss and demonstrate various ways that
students could use guidance to help them get the
most out of high school years.

3. To discuss other resources, (outside the class-
room situations) , available in SyotIset High School.

4.. To motivate their thinking t,?ward short and long
term goals educationally and vocationally

5. Emphasize importance of self- analysis, particularly
to assess and face strengths and weaknesses, as well
as characteristic ways of handling problems.

6. Through individual confer enacts with parents and/or
students to learn more about students, family back-
ground, relationships, and aspirations.

7. To observe and learn more about pupils in group
situations both in and out of c"4.1ssroom.

Implementation of First Semester Goals -with Students

Students in Experimental Group A and. B were scheduled
weekly for reading clinic, group guidance, and on Fridays,
there were special assemblies including films, and guest
speakers. (Experimental Group A also had bi-weckly seminar
scheduled).

During scheduled group guidance, various techniques were
tried:

1. Whole group lecture, followed by discussion, teacher
initiated, and including topics such as, "What do I
need to graduate?", "What subjects should. I include
if planning for further education?" - etc. This
technique was used only in the beginning. Immediate
purpose was to impart necessary basic information to
all with an opportunity for student reaction and
questions.

Next phase was identifying and discussing topics sug-
gested by students. An example of this grew out of
their concern about track three label, and mobility,
or lack of mobility.-"Would you rather be near the
top of track three and learning, or just hanging on
by your fingernails and a prayer at bottom of track
two?"
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2. Small group discussions were initiated when we

started to explore vocational opportunities. Our

librarian supplied many varied occupational mono-
graphs, which were displayed around the room on
tables; browsing was encouraged. Then, students

were grouped according to interests. So, while

some were browsing, the counselor had an opportu-

nity to discuss with a few youngsters, their vo-
cational interests in greater depth, and to relate

the general vocational information to the specific

students involved. We planned small group visits

to business and industry as a follow-up.

A few students were motivated enough to do further
exploration on their awn. (Our ultimate goal for
all). These were taught how to use the Dictionary
Occupational Titles File of vocational information
in the main guidance office.

3. Self testing and scoring of Kuder Preference and
Personality Test as part of their self-analysis.

4. Films were viewed and discussed. For example,
"Have I Told. You Lately That I Love You?", shows

a family materially well off but detached and
cold. "Roots of Happiness" depicted a poor
family, but one rich in human love and respect

for one another, communication, and interaction.

5. Records and film strips have also been tried. -
Purpose to raise questions in their minds, to
elicit discussion of their reactions to same.
Examples: -

".Case of Nan", - a taped session of a
freshiir=Eigh school getting acquainted
with her counselor, and then discussing some

problems.
Motivation for Success, - a record and work-
book unit designed to encourage planning and
positive thinking in managing our lives.
Should You Go to College, - a record and film-
strip suggesting the questions to be raised
by all students.

First Semester Goals - Counselor with Staff

Commnication was facilitated because of informal con-
tacts daily with teachers, and planned bi-weekly seminars.-

1. To share with and pool pertinent information per-
ta-Ining to individual students. To facilitate the
use of this information as it relates to classroom
behavior and attitudes.

2. To encourage referrals from staff.
3. To sense patterns, trends, or problems as they

affected our project; to discuss same at seminar.
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The Social Studies classes explored the New World in-

cluding the Conquistadors, especially the story of Cortez

in Mexico.

The curriculum covered ovr English Heritage and how

the Colonists changed it. The teachers motivating this

unit used the present struggle in Viet Nam to illustrate

viewing history from different points of view. The topic

Mercantilism and the Revolution was explored. The difficult

concepts of the Constitution, how it was written, its im-

plications, the division of power and its implementation

were part of very lively class discussions. In another

attempt to relate history to the present, we discussed the

Negro and Black Power.

Concurrently, the English Department explored the con-

cepts, emotions, characterization, form and language of

"The Ox Bow Incident". Compositions within the novel's

framework were assigned: "Man Is Basically Good; "Man Is

Basically Evil". The film, "The Ox Bow Incident", "Demo-

cracy and. Individual Responsibility" interpreted these

ideas from the avdio-visual frame of reference.

"The Old. Man and the Sea" and a chapter from "The

Uses 7oatierelguagelWoi=the curriculum prior to the

reading and discussion of "The Catcher in the R ?e". The

discussions centered around the characters' motives and

behavior; what is self; and the structure of this novel.

Records like "The Man of LaMancha" were used as en-

richment, the teacher and students relating Don Quixote

with Holden.

The students read and discussed "Raisin in the Sun".

The conflicts between generations, past aad present, were

explored. The play, "Our Town" was also included on the

curriculum agenda.

Friday's enrichment programs were used to relate the

two core areas of instruction. The aims of the Friday pro-

grams were enrichment of the curriculum, exposure to new

ideas, exposure to different mediums of expression--film,
art, music: i.e., U.S. geography, including slides; the

films - OX BOW INCIDENT: VERY NICE, VERY NICE: THE HANGMAN:
FURY: SECRETS OF LIFE; a trip to West Paint; an art exhibit;
speaker--a lawyer, on the Constitution and law were some of

the features programmed.

Discussions stemming from these presentations provided
mental stimulation and enjoyment.

The High School Folk Singing Club presented a musical

program, highlighting the songs dating from the Revolutionary

War. The field trip to West Point was made at the time the
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classes were studying the Revolutionary War. The students

regarded field trips in 1967-68 with pleasure; their de-

portment was excellent--as contrasted with last year's im-

mature behavior.

One of the most successful Friday programs was the one

at which Mr. B., Chairman of the Art Department, talked on
"An Artist Expresses What He Sees about His Time". Mr. B.

used slides, original drawings and sculptures to illustrate.

Dr. P. became a regular part of the Friday enrichment
program in order to involve the school psychologist more di-

rectly with all the students. .Each.month he discussed topics
which appeared to interest the students from the psychologi-

cal point Of view. His first program, INTELLIGENCEWHAT IS .

IT--stimulated discussion and dreW a varied student response.
He was invited to lead bi- monthly informal discussions with

students.

The Friday programs were regarded by most of the stu-

dents as the curriculum highlight of the week, Students of

the program who had other classes requested permission to

attend these enrichment sessions.

Additional curriculum highlights Included:

The continuation of the mobile library; dramatization
by the students of OUR TOWN and RAISIN IN THE SUN; the
writing of a class magazine; writing short stories and/or

essays, poems by each student; oral reports on biographies

read outside the classroom; increased reading of fiction
and non-fiction during out-of-class time; a :vest speaker
in the English classes, Dr. P., who explored the idea of.
"crazy" as it related to THE CATCHER IN THE RYE and the ,

students' concept of "craziness"; word games; use of il-
lustrated books from the American H6ritage series.

The team in general felt a qualitatfve change among
the students within 6ach class. There we' more discussion;
more tolerance of each other's opinions, .ad in many in-
stances, they attempted to tackle ideas and thoughts in

their discussions.

The teacher kept his daily lesson plans and records
for the purposes of this study--anecdotes from the class
and student seminars.* This record served as a guide to
future lesson plans, and was one of the reasons why the
team decided to change our last six week unit of 1967
into a genuine humanities approach to teaching.

Since curriculum must be an ongoing process, the

team, during the faculty seminar discussions, felt present
curriculum did not create enough excitement to challenge

the students. We were still bogged down in the lock-step

*Sea Appendix "B"
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methods of teaching subjects and facts, rather than stimu-
lating the student to think and possibly create. Out of
this, came the theme PRUETT AND CHANGE, as a six week
teaching unit in which, it was hoped, the students would
become so involved, their imagination so stirred, that they
would be impelled to learn. We aimed to incorporate and re-
late the natural developmenta' urge of adolescents to pro-
test against the establishment, not as an impediment to
learning, but to examine protest as a force for growth.

For six weeks, Tuesday afternoons were devoted to this
six week pilot program. If this approach was successful in
the classroom, the entire twelfth grade curriculum in both
subject areas would be geared to the involvement of not only
the Social Studies and. English Departments, but also the
Music and Art Departments.

The theme used the era of the twenties, thirties and
forties and related it to the present in literature, eco-
nomics, music and art to demonstrate "live" how protest
brings change throughout life.

The PROTEST-CHANGE outline is below:

Opening lecture by school psychologist
Art As a Protest - Mr. L., Art Department
Movie - The Jazz Age - THE GOLDEN TWENTIES - 67 minutes

in length. Mr. O' D. prepared the lesson for the
time remaining. Discussion took place before the
film, using the economic areas as a basis.

Movie - VERY NICE, VERY NICE - 12 minute presentation.
Film reflected the 1960's. Social Studies teachers
discussed the "Jazz Age" economic problems in re-
lation to the economic problems of the 1960's.
English classes discussed a short story by Heming-
way, and one by F. Scott Fitzgerald.

Social Studies classes continued discussion of the
twenties to Roosevelt Era. Record by Honegger--

PACIFIC 231 was played and discussed.
Prior to Stratford trip to the Shakespearean Theatre

in Connecticut to view THE MERCHANT OF VENICE,
Social Studies classes discussed economic and
money problems of medieval Europe and Italy--
usury, etc. English classes read and acted out
excerpts from play, THE MERCHANT OF VENICE.

Classes met separately to discuss THE GRAPES OF WRATH
in English classes, while Social Studies classes
discussed the twenties and the depression era.
The August 1965 volme 16 and. November 5 issue of
THE AMERICAN HERITAGE SERIES were used as texts.

Movie - BANK HOLIDAY - 1933 - 27 minutes in length.
Discussion continued in individual classes on THE
GRAPES OF WRATH and the Roosevelt Era.

The Art Department was invited to participate in a
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presentation of "School of Realism" in art in

America and Europe, and a discussion of the
Federal Art Project.

Movie - THE INHERITANCE - 60 minutes in length--with
the main theme of trade unions: The Social Studies
teachers were responsible for leading the subse-
quent discussion periods concerning trade unions,
while English classes continued discuss5on of THE

GRAPES OF WRATH.
Movie - THE RIVER - 31 minutes in length. Two showings

were sur3ested in order not to make too many in-
roads in individual class time

Individual classes - Social Studies - Federal partici-
pation in the country's economic life --A.A.A.,
F.C.C., etc. while continuing THE GRAPES OF WRATH

in English classes--all within the same social era.
Movie - MEMORIES - A satire of prominent figures of the

twenties--length 26 minutes. A speaker, Mr. M.,

and discussion period.
Movie - FIORELLO LAGUARDIA - 26 minutes in length.

Discussion of New York City as compared. to Syosset,

and other Long Island communities.
Movie - THE GRAPES OF WRATH - Discussion followed the

movie.

Throughout this unit references to the present were to
be explored through the use of current material, as well as

the students' own experiences.

Dissatisfaction with the team's role during the Monday
and Wednesday third period seminar, resulted, after much
discussion, in several important innovations. Individual
and small group instruction and help in writing techniques
were undertaken by the English teachers, while the Social
Studies teachers conducted special project w^rkshops involving

visual aids.

A special group project in film-making was undertaken by
an art teacher, Mr. L. His appraisal follows:

FILM WORKSHOP

"The students in the Film. Workshop chose as their sub-
ject, "School is a Prison", and developed a script based on
their attitudes toward school as a jail, and the teachers as
jailers. Part of the script deals with scenes in which the
students are in school in body only, but 'drop-out' mentally
without the teacher's knowledge.

"Because many of the students were extremely camera-shy;
it was suggested that they wear masks. This suggestion was
rejected completely, very likely because the students felt
it was too close to the truth of what they were already doing;
that is, wearing masks in school. They wanted to contrast the
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jail-like feeling of school with the freedom of surfing. There-
fore, it was suggested that the second part of the film be made
at a nearby beach.

"While the making of the film was viewed by the students
as everything else in school is viewed, that is, as something
you 'have to do,---there were -moments when eome students be-
came involved in the act of making a tilm. When this happened,
the students put aside their role of incompetence and stupidity
long enough to do the job at hand.

"Sometimes the goal for doing the job was negative. For
example: One girl was so camera-shy that she volunteered to be
the camera operator so as to avoid appearing on the film.
However, as soon as she committed herself to this, for what-
ever reason, she had to function on a high level of compe-
tence and intelligence which successful camera work demands.
She was the only volunteer to do something that some children
would consider to be fun. Why is there so little enthusiasm
for doing anything, Pven the things that can he fun? Fear or
doing them the wrong way, of making mistakes seems to take
the Joy out of doing anything in school, and of course, as
Holt points out, there is the denial of their intelligence to
their jailers.

"The making of the film brought many of these attitudes
to the surface in a very clearly defined way, because they
had to be faced and worked out one at a time as they came to
the suface, and actually got in the way of some aspect of
the film - making process. The first stumbling block was the
refusal to think at all. This had to be overcome in order to
get an idea for the film and to develop it. In this first
endeavor, the teachers and advisor did too much of the
thinking. Although the students contributed some of the
key ideas, they could not develop them far enough. The next
hurdle was to get these extremely self-conscious boys and
girls to move and act in front of a camera. This took time
and was only partially successful--but they did do it.

"The camera, by its very nature, focuses on something
and records how that thing behaves. When the students are
both behind and in front of the camera, they are forced to
look at themselves and their fellow students in a new way."

Student Seminar Activities:

Last year the seminar groups were smaller; it was de-
cided to increase the number of students in each group to
"spark" the discussions. Seminars were held again twice
weekly, but the free time was devoted to the workshops and
help described above.

The students were now familiar and "at home" with the
teachers. Many hidden reserve barriers were broken down.
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Therefore, the initial purpose of establishing rapport between
pupil and teacher was achieved during the first year. It was
time to be/in a more structured seminar which had, as its main
purpose, the use of classroom, materials, interests and extra-
school interests as bases for breaking down the unconscious
will of "not to learn". As one teacher evaluated the attitude
of the students to seminar by saying, "Resistance to seminar
has almost withered. away". Another teacher felt the seminar
was acceptable and did not "threaten" them; while still
another teacher felt the seminar program helped only some to
achieve a slight glimmer of pride in their school work.

Structured sessions proved to be of use in stimulating
thought and discussion. Students reacted in a positive
fashion and participated with more vigor when discussions
were centered on poetrys films, news, etc. The teachers
tried to encourage the students to take the lead in producing
material for discussion for future seminars. Topics based on
Hayakawa's "Language in Thought and Action"; "Summerhill"; a
variety of records, news; the magazine, "Scope" were all se-
lected by the teacher leaders.

Intense feelings continued to be expressed about school;
the"system" and their self-deprecation of feelings of futi-
lity. There was definitely discerned a greater cohesiveness
or in-group identification among seminar students.

Faculty Seminar Activities:

The Tuesday and. Thursday afternoons devoted to, faculty
seminars continued with main emphasis on:

1. Discussion of individual student problems
2. Reactions of faculty and. observations concerning

seminars, curriculum and enrichment programs
3. Planning of innovations such as Protest-Change

Unit and. Family of Man to be integrated to the
curriculum

Li.. Discussions of general psychological problems of
adolescence as they relate to our students

Some of the results of these seminars included:

1. The utilization of the P.T.A. open house as a
special meeting in which parents of our students
were invited to meet the "Team" and ask questions

2. The decision to affect a greater understanding of
the child through the parent by beginning after-
noon group meetings with some of the parents

3. The necessity to change the approach to curriculum
from the traditional subject oriented to experiential
oriented approach

L. The desire to reappraise the whole concept of student
evaluation---grading



5. The closer coordination between the attendance
teacher and classroom teacher and guidance counse-
lor to decrease absence from school

6. The further exploration of cooperative work - study
programs as a stimulus to school motivation through
changes in the school day

7. The probing discussions of individual students in

an effort to "reach" each student. Discussion and
connection between class and seminar as they relate
to students' personal lives and attitudes

8. The planning of the ongoing enrichment program and
students' reactions to these sessions

The professionals regarded the faculty seminar discus-
sions vital to their own growth. These sessions not only
ventilated the frustrations of working with these youngsters,
but helped them to clarify their own relationships as tea-
chers with the "difficult to teach" students. As one team
member stated, "God bless our faculty seminar". Several
general education areas were explored at these seminars:

1. Group dynamics
2. Perception, in terms of attitudes--why students

react--perceptual dissonance, consonance
3. General personality development of the adolescent- -

their reality levels

School Psychologist Activities:

Faculty seminars continued with discussions regarding
all phases of the program. Individual student problems were
discussed with reference to past behavior and present ad-
justment. Another major topic continued to be curriculum
development with particular emphasis on a comprehensive
unit on Protest-Change, which focused upon the use of pro-
test as a means of effecting constructive modifications of
status quo rather than as an isolated gesture of rebellion.
The topic, of course, had in mind the characteristic mode
of the adolescent - protest, which was put into perspective
as both an individual and social process.

Individual contacts with students in the program in-
creased each year, and additional self-referrals occurred
as our students became more familiar with the work of the
school psychologist.

This familiarity resulted from greater "neutral" con-
tact with the school psychologist with consequent' decrease
in distortions and anxiety regarding his role. The first
opportunity arose when the psychologist was invited to dis-
cuss the main adolescent character in an English reading
assignment. This led to initiation of two information pro-
grams with the psychologist. One program was part of the
regular Friday meetings where all students were assembled
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for enrichment activities. The psychologist had spoken to

the group on a variety of topics such as, "Psychology -

the study of behavior", "Intelligence - what it is", and

"Aggression".

This was followed by a seminar discussion group which
students volunteered to attend. The format was open-ended,
with students raising questions on a variety of topics of
concern to them - e.g., parent and teacher attitudes, as-
signments in school, motivation and tests, etc. These
meetings had immense potential to assist students to develop
insight into their behavior and they became a permanent fix-

ture of the program.

Remedial Reading .Program:

The reading consultant reapproached all the students

reviewing:

1. Reading instruction that had taken place
2. Noting the extent of progress that these students

have made
3. Considering what types of further reading help was

needed by these students

An analysis revealed that:

1. Most students needed help in one or more of the .

following areas: Vocabulary development, compre-
hension skills, study skills, rate of speed.

The students had been grouped according to their
reading levels and received instruction twice
weekly. Materials used were on the individual
pupil's reading level.

2. Generally most students made significant progress
in the remedial reading program, These conclusions
were drawn, not only from test results, but from
close contact with, and observation of, each student's
work.

3. Follow-up program called for two kinds of reading
instruction approaches:

a. Continued basic instruction with emphasis on
particular reading skills, use of materials on
the individual student's latest reading level

b. Modified power reading program. Although work
was done in vocabulary and comprehension, new reading
skills were added. Machines were used to improve
reading rate. Critical reading, recognition of
"slanted" writing, and propaganda were explored.
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Materials used to improve reading skills:

SRA, Better Reading, Book 2
Teenage Tales, Book 4
SRA, Orman_ i ing and Reporting Skills
Using the Context
Listen and Read Tapes
Tactics in Reading.
Using the Context - E and F
McCall-Crabbs Standard Test Lessons in Reading - E
SRA, Better Readin, Book 1
Teenage Tales, Book 2

Guidance Counselor Activities:

At the start of this program, most of the counseling
was done on an individual basis. Some guidance activities,
mainly orientation to high school, were attempted in groups
of twenty to twenty-five. The major arena of the counselor
was small group work, supplemented with individual counseling
during the latter part of the program.

Group work offered the possibility for reaching more
students, on a more meaningful leVel, in the time allotted
for counseling, Many of our boys and girls were other-di-
rected. Integrity is a social as well as a personal matter,
and there was greater opportunity for growth and fulfillment
in the process cf confronting others. It was an opportunity
to use other students' confusions, frustrations and conflicts
toward a wholesome experiencing of self. In group work, the
counselor was a mobilizer of resources, was better able to
play a mediating role between faculty, students and adminis-
trators.

A vocational unit was introduced during the second year
of the program. Varied approaches and small groups were the
key to what was provocative and produced interest.

Phase I: Individual conferences to help student assess
strengths, weaknesses, interests; and to select courses, re-
lating these to short and long terra goals. To supplement
this, English teachers were assigning autobiographies to
further focus student attention on self and the relationship
to educational and vocational planning.

Phase II: Students in small interest groups met with
counselor to become familiar with resources available and
to prepare for career conference.

Phase III: Career conference planned to last three
periods using resource persons who met with varied interest
groups.

Phase IV: Field trips, again with small groups, and
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specific vocational interes' to places of pertinence.

A pilot group of eight student-volunteers met to dis-
cuss topics of interest to them. Six sessions were planned,
and the group expanded to include other interested students
in the program.

Also, all parents were invited to meet to discuss
common problems. This program with parents included evening
sessions. Eight responded and attended these meetings.

Throughout the remaining time of the program students
were individually guided as they planned for further educa-
tion. The goal was to help than work toward realistic,
challenging and specific schools.

As a group, academic records improved noticeably.
There were more A's and B's, and fewer D's and F's. More
of ou..% students made the effort to face some of the realities
of their problems; to use resources available to them.

Staff teamwork cracked a case of chronic absenteeism.
We invited the attendance teacher to a meeting, and staff
inquired about home backgrounds of worst offendevs. The
dean, Mrs. K., teachers, counselor and homeroom teacher
all put pressure on one of these students and his family.
In a dramatic confession, the student admitted malingering,
etc. to escape school failure. This was a shock to his
parents who used the absences to explain why he wasn't an
honor student! This pattern or evasion and ducking re-
sponsibility had been ingrained since seventh grade and
the truth was particularly painful to his mother, since
she realized how she contributed to the problem.

Plans were made to apply the same techniques in the
hope of cracking three other cases of chronic absenteeism.

Librarian Activities:

The greatly increased enrollment in the high school
made it impossible for the librarian to give the time re-
quired to the program. There were several phases of the
program which had to be omitted due to lack of time--atten-
dance at afternoon sessions either on curriculum planning
or on the students and their problems. Thsse valuable ses-
sions assisted the librarian in working with the youngsters
individually in the library, and for the preparation of
book talks. It was difficult as a result to direct library
materials into the program curriculum as easily as during
the initial period of the program.

Book talks on a variety of subjects became a definite
part of the curriculum. The biography presentations cor-
related a study of biography as a literary form with a
social studies _fteport on an individual in American history.
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Whenever Mrs. R. gave reading assignments in outside
materials, the librarian came into the class with a selec-
tion of appropriate titles. Overcoming the "library phobia"
was an important phase of the program. This teacher's
classes were ready to go into the library and choose books
independently without prior selection on the part of the
librarian.

Curriculum - Family of Man: Humanities Proem

It was decided to broaden and enrich the curriculum by
approaching it from the viewpoint of the family of man. Man,

as the measure of all things, might be the fundamental philo-
sophy guiding an approach to the creation of the twelfth grade
humanities curriculum. To explore with our students the hows
and whys of man, and his relationship to his fellow-men with-
in the family, the community, the state and the world, would
be our purpose to give meaning and direction to life today.

Beginning with the basic family structure and spreading
outward, the curriculum for track three surveyed the family
of man as it developed from individuals in constantly ex-
panding circles, until it encompassed the world with all
its complexities. The family was initially discussed as a
small social group, and the origins of the concepts of -

1. Freedom and Responsibility and
2. Power and Authority, each to be examined on

dfferent levels of human activity.

The team of teachers who wrote the curriculum planned
as minutely as possible., on a day to day bastswithin the

time block. Emphasis was placed on a project oriented cur-
riculum involving the students as much as possible. It was:

1. Geared to factual mater! al more than concepts- -
values as well as concepts arrived at through facts

2. Geared to contrasts--past vs. present; older gene-
ration vs. present generation, etc.

3. Geared more to the non-reading approach--greater
use of audio-visual aids

a. Radio in class
b. Newspapers (special issue of school magazine

prepared by students)
c. Magazines, etc.
d. Movie making by students
e. Projects involving local elections
f. Music programs by students

Curriculum Outline

Introduction - The Family of Man
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A. The motivating device was a small unit on family
relationships; using LORD OF THE FLIES. Full class dis-
cussions on problems of responsibility--The child's as
well as the parents'. prepared the groundwork for the en-
suing units of work.

Freedom and Responsibility

A. Communication
a. Mass Media Explosion

Influence it exerts on the individual; on our
values and our changing mores; influence on
adolescent attitude towards sex

B. . Over - Population (Anthropological and Sociological
Approach)

a. Changing role of childhood from previous
generation.

b. Different societies' treatment of childhood- -
i.e., India, Japan.

c. Role of adolescent in Syosset and suburban
communities, as contrasted with the city child.

d. Need for planning--economic, political and
social--using individual and nation.

C. Consumer Responsibility
a. Economics of Adolescence
b. Adolescent as a "dupe".

geared to him. Conflict
adolescent.

c. Examples of exploitation
mass media--advertiding.

How advertising is
between family and

of adolescent--credit,

Authority and Power

A. Foreign Policy of the U.S. with emphasis on the
use and misuse of power
a. World War I
b. World War II

Cold War World
d. Vietnam

The curriculum included not only the content material,
but daily goals, enriament techniques, etc. The content
also was closely structured and included quizzes to be given
at a stated time with the object of building up a tolerance
for frustration. Greater uses of the tutorial method were
made with small conference groups, buzz groups, 'small re-
search projects, etc.

Also, since many of the students needed the subject
Health to graduate from school in June, 1968, it was decided
to schedule seminar for A and B weeks on Monday and Tuesday.
Students met with their "teacher seminar leaders" once each
week and with Dr. P. on a second day..
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The use of the seminar was shifted in the third year.
At first, it was used to provide a setting where our students
could learn to express ideas and opinions without fear of
ridicule and error, since seminar was based on discussions
which revolved about their personal lives. This allowed
them to speak with teachers and peers, communicate facts
and reactions, formulate and verbalize thoughts with minimum
experience and expectation of failure. In the first year,
the focus was shifted from that of encouraging positive
scholastic experiences to providing insights into their
avoidance of failure oriented behavior. The other purposes
of seminar which concerned enrichment and elaboration of
classroom curriculum work were continued.

The merit of granting course credit for seminar was .

discussed over two years among the program faculty. It was
their opinion that the seminar should carry a half-point
credit. The track three students were particularly oriented
to tangible and concrete rewards and evidence of achievement
(e.g., credit, tests, grades). They believed they were work-
ing for nothing in seminar while they could be in other courses
where credit was given. If credit was. given, then the student
could be graded and receive feedback regarding the quality of
his performance in seminar, which could then serve for cor-
rective behavior. Without credit and grades, seminar became
too unrelated. While many students were willing to partici-
pate, they resented what they viewed as a lack of tangible
reinforcement.

Friday enrichment programs became part of the first
period on an every other week basis, and more effort was
devoted to developing a sense of understanding among the
students of the purpose of these programs. The team planned
more completely for the programs by thollough class discussion
and increased student .participation.

The guidance counselor and the teachers rescheduled each
student in periods two and three in light of their knowledge
of the students' academic activities, motivation and peer
associations. The reading consultant spoke to all the stu-
dents in an attempt to obtain more volunteers for remedial
reading.

VII. c. Instruments Used:

1.) Intelligence - Otis Test of Mental Ability
Form: Gamma EM, Gamma FM

2.) Achievement - Sequential Tests of Educational
Progress (STEP)

Form: 2A, 2B

3.) Motivation - N-Ach Test (Need Achievement Test,
McClelland et al)

Pictures: A, B, G, H (See Appendix A)
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VII. d, Procedures for Data Analyses :

Beginning of the Study

1.) In order to obtain a more stable estimate of each
subjectis intelligence, 'the mean score of two testings was

employed as the best estimate of the IQ of each subject.
These scores were, in turn, converted into Z scores (Z= X-X ).

S

2.) STEP scores (English, Social Studies, Mathematics

and Science) were converted to standard scores and correlated

with IQ (Pearson r). Regression equations predicting achieve-

ment scores from IQ scores wens developed making it possible

to determine for each subject whether he performed better ox'

poorer than expected based upon his combined IQ score and to

describe how much each subject deviated from the "expected"

score. A large deviation was defined as one equaling or ex-
ceeding 12 1 sEst. Y.

3.) Final grades in English, Speech, Social Studies

and Mathematics were converted into Z scores and their cor-
relations with IQ obtained. Regression equations predicting
end-of-year grades from IQ scores were developed, making it

possible to determine for eadh subject in the experiment
whether he performed better or poorer than expected based

upon his combined IQ score and to describe how much each
subject deviated frcm the "expected" scope. A large devia-
tion was defined as one equaling or exceeding I 1 sEst. Y.

4.) The ratings of three judges of responses on the

McClelland N-Ach Teait were correlated (Rho).

Measures were ol .fined at the beginning of the program,
end of the first year, and end of program. t-- ratios were used

to evaluate differences between groups.

. 5.) End-of-the year grades in Speech*, English, Social

Studies and Matamatics were converted to Z scores, t-ratios

were used to ccmpare differences betWeen means and the signi-

ficance of the differences.

*Tenth grade English consisted of one semester Speech, one

semester English.

6.) End-of-year-grades (1965-66) were correlated with

IQ score (Pearson r).

7.) Regression equations calculated end-of-year grades

(1965-66) based. on IQ scores. Fisher exact probability test
used to evaluate differences oetween number of students with
"good" and "poor" performances.
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End of Study

8.) Final grades of all students for a given subject*
were grouped together and the overall median grade was de-
termined. The number of students in each condition scoring
above and below the median was tabulated and the differences
were evaluated statistically in terms of the Chi Square test
of independence.

9.) Scores from the twelfth grade STEP testing were
treated as above.

10.) Attendance (number of days absent) data were
treated as above.

11.) Final marks from grades four, five and six were
obtained on all subjects for whom they were available. A
numerical score was assigned to each grade obtained by each
individual over the three year period. Each subject's
scores were summed yielding an overall index of performance
during the three year period. The numerical values assigned
to each letter grade were as follows: A=4; B=3; C=2; D=1;
F=0. An individual obtaining straight A's in all five sub-
jects for each year obtained a cumulative score of sixty, (60)
whereas a person obtaining a mean C throughout the period
received a cumulative score of thirty (30).

Eleventh grade mean Z scores for each subject were
converted to ranks as were cumulative scores over the fourth
to sixth grades. The rank order correlation between the two
sets of scores was obtained for each experimental condition.

*Mathematics excluded due to lack of sufficient number of
students taking subject.

VIII. Results:

1965 - 66

Correlation and prediction equations based upon con-
verting achievement scale to standard scores and correlating
with IQ.

TABLE i

Correlations between IQ and Achievement Test for each
group

GROUPS r s
x

s
7

sEsty

A (With Seminar) .55 8.25 .71 .59
B (Without Seminar) -.11 7.75 .65 .65
C (Control) .28 10.97 .88 .84
D (Vocational Program) .26 7.61 ,93 .90

Total AZ 8.98 .84 .80
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Note that the subjects in group B may be considered, as
a group, more clearly underacWevers since the correlation
of their achievement scores with IQ is slightly negative,
approaching zero.

The subjects in Group A may be considered a more "normal"
achieving group since the correlation of .55 is approximately
what one would expect for a "normal achieving" group.

Defining an underachiever as a person whose obtained
score is one sEsty or greater below his predicted, and an
overachiever as one whose obtained score is one sEsty or
greater above his predicted, we obtain the following break-
down by groups:

TABLE ii

x 3 Contin enc table she win distribution of over
and un erach evers n all our experimental groups

Vocational
Experimental Groin B Control Program".......

Under-
achievers

0 7 2 2 11

Normal 23 19 14 12 68
Range

Over- 4 1 3 4 1 12
Achievers

. _

27 27 19 18 91

Althoug h the overall distribution of the various achieve-
ment groups does not significantly differentiate the four ex-
perimental groups, it is important to note that Group B--which
the correlational analysis showed to be atypical--contains a
far greater number of underachievers than any other group.
Also, tha experimental group, with seminar, contains no under-
achieve=s, with regard 'o the achievement test, as defined in
this study. This dif snce between groups A and B could have
important implications r-elating to the interpretation of any
results obtained in the study, e.g. possibility of regression
toward the mean, floor effect, etc:.

AnElysis of the McClelland N-Ach ratings (Tat er Reliabilla),"
TABLE Ili

Rho correlf,tions moas..the three raters (GPL_8112 and LG)
on the aZdinWairfon of Vg7REUNTIEUNadh-Tibt

BB vs. LG

1,NEW.w,:11MIMOWA

rho
.61 .64

1

.,641



Although all three correlations are significant at well

beyond the .01 level, the inter-rater correlations are not as

high as they might ideally be. Indeed, the above correlations

are spuriously high since there were a large number of tied

ranks, a phenomenon which tends to exaggerate the extent of

the relationship. It is recommended that the raters make an

additional effort to standardize their rating procedures.

Further, since triers seems to be 3OM6 difficulty in defining

"a standard of excellence" it is suggested that consideration

be given to providing two ratings of each subject; one in-

dicating whether the subject shows any aspiration for improve-

ment and the second conforming to McClelland's definition of

N-Ach. It is quite possible that, for track three students,

any indication of a desire for improvement is of significance

and, by setting the criterion too high, information of some

importance is lost or obscured.

TABLE iv

Before-measures - combined satin s of three raters

X

t
ratios

vs.
B C

n

111111111=111..."ft

Cond. A 2.88i 1.12 .81 14

Cond. B .14 24

Cond. C 2.001 WM ////// 9

////// WM/

It can be seen that the initial differences among the

groups were small and do not approach statistical significance.

TABLE v

Before-after difference measures and second-order

Student t-ratios comparing before-after changes

t
ratios

vs.

X

Cond. A I-1.33j -.93

.1-77771
Cond. B - .51' //////

//////

Cond. C .21 //////
//////

C n

-1.22 14

- .60 23
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Although the two experimental groups showed slight
drops on their ratings in the after condition, none of the
changes approach statistical significance. Fu "thermore,
the second-order t-ratios comparing the magnitude of the
changes among the three experimental groups do not approach
statistical significance.

Analysis of Objective Test Results - Before - measures

TABLE vi

Hearts and standard deviations of the four groups on
Traasures oEVETE07171717firlhe stu

8.25

7.75

10.97

Vocational
Program 93.83 7.61

It can be seen that the three primary groups (A, B, and
C) are extremely closely matched on IQ. None of the diffe-
rences approach statistical significance. However, the Mean
IQ of the Westbury (Vocational Program) group Is significant-
ly lower, at the .05 level, than the three experimental groups.

The STEP Tests

In the previously-reported correlational analyses, all
the scores of the subjects in the four conditions (three
conditions plus the vocational group) were converted to z
scores. Shown below are the mean z scores and standard
deviation of each group on all four scales of the STEP test.

Condition

A 100.15

B 100.04

C 102.39

Table vii on next page



Condition

TABLE vii

SCALE ON STEP

English Social Studies Math Science

A
.119 : .143 .591

T

,
.152

27

. .94 .77 1.69 1.08

B

.

2 .003 -.353 ..898 -.167

27

s 1.06 1.30 1.68 .90

C

z -.058 -.137 .447 .235

19

s .91 1.28 1.48 1.13

D

z -.068 .404 .027 .343

18

s

Z

1:00 1.20 1.61 1.36

In agreement with the previously reported correlational
data, subjects in the B condition may be seen to be generally

poorer performers than their counterparts in the remaining

conditions. This disparity is most pronounced on the Math

scale where the B subjects performed significantly poorer
than those students in the three remaining groups. None

of the differences on the three remaining scales are sta-

tistically significant.

After - measures

Since the After measures were not employed in a cor-
relational analyses, they were not converted to z scores.

Shown below are the separate analysis of three different
scales: Reading, Social Studies, and Writing (Math was not
included in the second testing).

Social Studies

A single-variable three treatment analysis of variance

was performed on the data to determine if there was an over-
all significant difference among the means. These results

are summarized below:
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Source of Variation df Sum of Squares Est.Var. F P

Between

Within

2 3523.6 1161.8 4.18 <.05

69 29,083.1 421.5

TABLE viii

The means and t-ratios comparing conditions At B, and
C are shown below:

t

ratios
vs._

Cond A

Cond B

Cond C

*significant beyond. .01 level.

B C n7-777-1'---32.29 / // .73 2q84* 28

27.78 // / 1.80 18

// ii

16.42 / // // 1
//

/ t, 26
/ / 11/ //

Note the large drop-out of students taking the second
test in the B condition. This loss of one-third of the
sample must be borne in mind when making any attempt to
interpret these data.

Readirm
TABLE ix

Shown below are the means of the three groups on the
Reading scale:

00

X n

Cond A 31.33 27

Cond B 27.93 18

Cond C 23.32 26

The analyses of variance of these data does not approach
statistical significance. Consequently, no separate t-ratios
were calculated.

Ilri tins.

TABLE x

On the next page are the means of the three groups on
the Writing Scale of the STEP test
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TABLE x
de

n

Cond A 26.88 1 26

Cond. B 29.11 18

Cond C 18.35 26

_.....,

Since the analyses of variance of these data does not
support the hypothesis of a difference among the group means,

separate t-ratios were not conducted.

Analysis. of Before-After Measures

Since there were clear indications of initial differences

among the experimental groups--particularly condition B-- an
analysis of the before-after change in percentile ranks was

conducted. Since the results were most unusual and unexpected,
the analyses will be presented in some detail.

TABLE xi

Before-After change with three rou s combined

Mean change in percentile rank n probabilit

Reading

Writing

Social Studies

-13.40

-12.58

- 8.01

67 t .001

67 < .001

67 ..010

The table above shows the Mean 16ss in percentile rank
from first to second testing of f-ill three groups combined.
The statistical significance of the loss was evaluated by
the use of the Sandler A test (which is algebraically identi-
cal to the student t-ratio with correlated samples). That
these losses are systematic and almost certainly not due to
chance is shown by the probability values which, on two in-
stances, are considerably below the .001 level of significance.



TABLE xii

Iv
Meanlossesfolexerimental gyou and the

Condition Read.in

A

B

C

Writ ina Social Studies

ean
loss

1

' 4.13 8.21
.. .

1.96

P non
significant < .05

non
significant

ean
loss

16,04 14.62 12.00

P 4 .001 ?.01 :mqk .001

ean
1083

22.47 15.65 10.47

P <.01 (.01 4.107.05

It will be noted that the B group evidenced clearly

statistically significant losses on all three scales of the

STEP test; the C group showed significant losses on two of

the scales and a near significant loss on a third; and the

A group showed a significant loss on only one of the scales.

The first of the two tables presented above show that

there is a statistically significant loss on all three

scales of the STEP test when all experimental groups are

combined. The second table demonstrates that this loss is

statistically significant within the experimental groups

for certain scales. The oT17577117tion remaining is whether

or not the loss As differential, depending upon experimental

conditione, The results of a second-order Student t-- ratios

comparing each condition with each remaining condition are
summarized in the table on the next page.



Reading

TABLE xiii

A vs. B A vs. C B vs. C

Diff.
between 11.91 18.34 6.43
means

p value < .05 < .01 n.s.

Writing

Diff.
between 6.41
means

7.44 1.03

p value 1 n.s. n.s. n.s.

Diff.
between 10.04 8.48 1.53

means
Social
Studies p value ns n.s. n.s.

The Analysis of Student End -of - Semester Grades for the
Academic Year 1965 - 1966

Introduction:

In this section of the statistical report, the following
questions are raised.

1. Is there an indication of a differential effect of
experimental condition upon the end -of - semester grades of
students in Speech, English, Social Studies and Math?

Can any differences in performance among the three
experimental conditions be related to differences in other
dimensions of variation (e.g., IQ, McClelland N-Ach scores,
attendance records, or sex)?

Procedures:

In order to obtain a more stable estimate of each sub-
ject's intelligence, a second IQ test was administered to all
students in the study. Accordingly, the mean score based
upon two separate testings is employed as the best estimate
of the IQ of each subject. These scores were, in turn, con-
verted into z scores (Z = XX ). Similarly, the end-of-
semester grades in Speech, s English, Social Studies, and
Mathematics were converted into z scores and their correla-
tions with IQ were obtained. Regression equations predicting
end-of-semester grades from IQ scores were developed, making
it possible to determine for each subject in the experiment



whether he performed better or poorer than expected based
upon his combined IQ score and to describe how much each
subject deviated from the "expected" score. _For purposes
of this study, a large deviation was defined as one equaling
or exceeding ± 1 sEsty.

Finally, subjects showing large deviations were identi-
fied and various hypotheses were investigated relating fac-
tors (IQ, attendance records, etc.) to good and poor per-
formance.

Comparison Among Means of Experimental Groups

Speech - Table xiv shows the mean z score of each experi-
merair group (diagonal cells), the t-ratios comparing the
significance of the differences, and the statistical sig-
nificance of the observed differences. It can be seen that
the best performance was achieved by the seminar group and
the poorest achievement was by the controls. The difference
between these two groups is significant at well beyond the
.01 level.

TABLE xiv

Condition

A

A .419 1.93 3.50

-.121 1.24

C <.01 -.483

Mean end-of-Semester grade,.: in speech
(converted to z scores), t-ratlos com-
paring the differences between means,
and the significance of the differences.

English - Table xv shows the various comparisons of the end-
of semester grades in English. As with Speech grades, the
seminar group performed significantly better than the control
subjects, with the non-seminar subjects (Group B) occupying
an. intermediate position.

TABLE xv
Condition

C <01

1 60 2.87

-.061 1.47

501
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Mean end-of-semester grades in English
(converted to z-scores), t-ratios comparing
the differences between means, and the sig-
nificance of the differences.

Social Studies - Table xvi showing the comparisons among the
experimental on the Social Studies end-of-semester
grades, reveals no significant differences among the means.
Unlike the previous comparisons involving Speech and. English
grades, the control subjects obtained scores slightly higher
than those in Group A (seminar). However, the difference
does not approach statistical significance.

TABLE xvi

Condition

A

A .87

-.277 1.99

C n.s. n.-tv. .321

Mean end-of-semester grades it Social
Studies (converted to z-scores), t-ratios
comparing the differences between means,
and the significance of the differences.

Mathematics - Table xvii shows the comparisons among the ex-
perimental groups on tenth grade end-of-semester marks. These
comparisons should be interpreted with caution since many stu-
dents did not enroll in tenth grade mathematics. Furthermore,
the attrition is differential. In Group C, 28% of the students
failed to take tenth grade math, 26% in Group B, and only 12%
in Group A. If it may be assumed that the poorer mathematics
students tend to avoid taking tenth grade mathematics, the
differential drop-out would tend to operate to the disadvan-
tage of the subjects in the seminar condition. In spite of
these considerations, the differences among the group means
are small and do not approach statistical significance.



TABLE xvii

Condition

A

A .04 .96 .51

.30

C n.s. n.s.

Mean end-of-semester grades in Mathematics
(converted to z-scores), t-ratios comparing
the differences between means, and the sig-
nificance of the differences.

Summary

Based upon the comparison of group means, we may con-

clude that the seminar group performed significantly better
than the control students on the end-of-semester grades in

both Speech and English. The no-seminar group did not per-

form significantly better than the control group on any of

the end-of-semester grades.

Correlation Between IQ and End-of-Semester Grades

Table xviii shows the correlations between the conbined

IQ scores and the end-of-semester grades. It can be seen

that the correlations are all quite low and do not differ
significantly from zero.

TABLE xviii
:Precedin

S eech English I Social Stud es Wombined Math

.13 .12earson r .16 .20 I .14

Even allowing for some attenuation of correlation due
to truncation of range, the correlations are exceptionally
low. It will be noted that the correlations are considerably
lower than previously reported between IQ and the STEP scale
(Enriched Track 3 Program Mid-Year Report, February 1967).
Since so-called achievement scales are, in fact, more nearly
aptitude scales (see Burros: Mental Measurement Yearbook,
196S), the end-of-semester grades may be more validly re-
garded as achievement measures. In this light, then, the
correlational data lend considerable support to the view
that the subjects in this study are drawn from a population

of underachievers.
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Use of Regression Equations

The value of regression equations to assess individual
performances is somewhat reduced by the low correlations be-
tween IQ scores and the various end-of-semester grades--the
standard error of estimate is virtually undifferentiated from
the standard deviations of the criterion variables. Never-
theless, it is still appropriate to raise the question, "Can
we locate individuals whome we might identify as "good" per-
formers (i.e., 1 sEsty above their predicted scores), and
others whom we might call "poor" performers (i.e., 1 sEsty
below their predicted scores).

These data are shown in connection with three end-of-
semester grades (Speech, English, and Social Studies) as
well as a combined score reflecting all three. Mathematics
is not included in this analysis because of the aforemen-
tioned selective enrollment in tenth grade Math renders any
interpretations questionable.

Speech - Scores equal to above +1 sE9ty represent "good"
performances; those below -1 sEsty "r nor" performances.

It can be seen that the performance of ten students
may be characterized as "good" and ten as "poor". When
these scores are analyzed in terms of experimental treat-
ments (see Table xix) some significant facts emerge.

number of scores
+1 sEsty

number of scores
-1 sEsty

TABLE xix

Condition

B C

7 3 0

0 6
14.

Number of Speech grades equal to or exceeding
-1 sEsty.

First, seven of the "good" performers are found in the
seminar group whereas none of the "poor" performers are
found in this condition. Conversely, none of the "good"
performers were found in the control condition whereas
four of the "poor" performers are in group C. Group B,
the non-seminar condition, occupies an intermediate position.

Employing the Fisher exact probability test to evaluate
these differences, Condition A is found to differ significant-
ly from Conditions B and. C beyond the .01 level. Conditions
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3.

I

B and. C do not differ sign.ftcantly from one another (p = .20).

These facts are of conslereble significance, It will
be remembered that, when GroLp means were compared, Conditions
A and B did not differ significantly from one another. This

result suggests that the experimental conditions did not
uniformly benefit the subjects in Condition A but selectively
benefitted some of the students. On the other hand, none ap-
peared to have responded unfavorably to the conditions. In

the final section of the report, an attempt is made to iden-
tify the factors leading to success.

Table xx presents a breakdown by experimental treat-

ments. Again, Condition A differn significantly from both
B and C, (p = .05) whereas Conditions B and C do not differ
significantly from one another.

A

number of scores
_-1- 1 Est y .6 3 0

i--------T
number of scores

i

)

-1 sEst y 1 6 1 3

TABLE xx

Condition

B C

,,..r.=$
Number of English grades equal to or exceeding
+1 sEst y.

Table xxi presents a breakdown by experimental condi-
tions. The only difference which emerges as significant
involves the comparison of Condition B with Condition C.

(p 4(.05) .

number of score
+1 sEst y

number of scores
-1 sEst y

TABLE xxi
Condition

B

2

2 5 o

Number of Social Studies grades equal to or
exceeding +1 sEst y.



Tr' .e xxii presents a breakdown by experimental condi-
lily the comparison between Conditions A and C

Tr' statistical significance (p < .05) .

TABLE xxii

Condition

A C
number of scores

+1 &Fist y 5 3 0

number of ccores
-1 &Est y 0 4 2

Number of combined grades equal to or exceeding
+1 sEst y.

Factors Related to "Good" and "Poor" Performance

The names of the students in the various conditions
whose performance equalled or exceeded +1 sEst y on each of
the three end-of-semester grade reports were identified. An
attempt was made to determine what factor or factors distin-
guished "good" and "poor" performers, "Good" versus "Poor"
performer3 were compared on IQ, need achievement scores,
attendance records (absences and latenesses) and sex. It
was foutd that none of the first three factors appeared to
be in any way related to performance. The difference in
IQ's, need achievement scores, and attendance records among
"good" and "poor" performers were small and did not approach
statistical significance. However, the sex variable is
clearly related to performance. Table xxiii shows the break-
down by sex, of "good" and "poor" performers in each of the
experimenta conditions. To qualify for inclusion in the
table, an individual had to equal or exceed +1 Est y on at
least one of the three final grades subjected to regression
analysf.s. However, to mai).'-ain independence of frequencies,
no indivikal was counted 1,1(Ave than once, even though he may
have exceeded the selection criterion on two or more final
grade scores.

Inspection of Table xxiii reveals that, of the thirteen
subjects in Conditions A and B who are "good" performers,
twelve are female. Since only twenty-two of the fifty-two
subjectc in these conditions are female, this finding re-
presents an enormous departure from chance expectation
(p4c.001). Collaborative evidence is seen in the sex of
the nine subjects in group A and B who performed 1 or more
sEst y below their predicted scores--seven are male (p=.05h)

If the inference is correct that sex is the factor dif-
ferentiating "good" and "poor" performers, we would not
expect that the control subjects would evidence a similar
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differentiation by sex since control subjects received no
special attention. In other words, we would expect the
control subjects scoring 1 sEst y above or below predicted
scores to be random with respect to sex. The findings are
consonant with this hypothesis. Note that three of the five
"good" performers in the control condition are female, but
an equal number of the "poor" performers are female.

"Good."

Performance

"Poor"
Performance

TABLE xxiii

A
ale

14

Condition
B
Female

C

Male FemaleFemale Male

1 7

2 1 5 1

Number of males and females in each experimental
condition characterized as "good" and "poor" per-
formers on at least one of three final grades.

The Analysis of Student End-of-Semester Grades for the
Academic Year 1966 - 1967

Introduction

In this report the following questions are raised.

1. Is there an indication of a differential effect of
experimental conditions upon the end-of-semester grades of
students in English, Social Studies, and Math?

2. Can any differences in perfornance among the three
experimental conditions be related to differences in other
dimensions of variation (e.g.., IQ, McClelland N-Ach scores,
attendance records, or sex)?

Procedures

The procedures are the same as reported previously in
the report of the end-of-semester grades for 1965 - 1966.

Comparison Among Means of Experimental Groups

English - The mean z score of each experimental group (dia-
gonal cells), and the t-ratios comparing the significance of
the differences, and the statistical significance of the
observed differences.
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TABLE xxiv

Condition

A

A -.06 .40. .01

B n.s. .39

C .n.s. n.s. ,z:063

Mean end-of-semester grades in English (con-
verted to z-scores), t-ratios comparing the
differences between means, and the significance
of the differences.

Unlike the tenth year end-of-semester grades, in which
the seminar group performed significantly better than the
controls, the differences among the groups are extremely
small and do approach statistical significance.

Social Studies - Table xxv showing the comparisons among the
three experimental conditions on the Social Studies end-of-
semester grades, reveals no significant differences among the
means. However, unlike the previous year, when the end-of-
semester grades were somewhat higher for the control subjects
(not statistically significant), the eleventh grade Social
Studies grades were highest among the seminar subjects.

TABLE xxv

Condition

A .236 .80 1.51

n.s. .94

C n.s. n.s. -.284

Mean end -of- semester grades in Social Studies
(converted to z-scores), t-ratios comparing
the differences between means, and the signifi-
cance of the differences.

Mathematics - Table xxvi shows the comparisons among theexperimental groups on the end-of-semester grades in mathe-matics. These comparisons should be interpreted with cautionsince the grades are based upon a number of different courses(e.g., Business Arithmetic, Boc,kkeeping, Algebra, and OfficePractice) and varying numbers of subjects took these courses.
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TABLE xxvi

Condition

A,
.

A -, :263 1.69 .26

B nT;":'-- 1 43

C n.s. n.s. .161

Mean end-of-semester grades in Mathematics
(converted to z-scores), t-ratios comparing
the differences between means, and the sig-
nificance ofthe differences.

Although the seminar subjects achleved.the highest
mean in mathematics, none of the differences are statistical-
ly significant. This finding is the sama as reported foll-lw-
ing the tenth grade end-of-semester marks.

Summary

Based upon the comparison among group means, no signifi-
cant.differences were found among the three experimental
groups on the end-of-semester grades in English, Social
Studies, or Mathematics. This finding contrasts with those
of the preceding year when the seminar group performed
better than the control subjects in Speech and English.

TABLE xxvii

Correlations Between IQ and End -of- Semester Grades

F4aallph Social Studies

earson r .13 .27

Correlations between IQ and end-of-semester
grades in English and Social Studies.

Table xxvii shows the correlations between the IQ scores
(based upon two testings) and the end-of-semester grades in
English and Social Studies. It can be seen that the correla-
tions are low positive of approximately the same magnitude
found during the preceding year,

Use of Regression. Equations

In the report on end-of-semester grades for the academic
year 1965 - 1966, the use of regression equations was employed
to define and identify "good" and "poor" performers, io., in-
dividuals on standard error of estimate above or below their



respective predicted scores. The same technique was employed
in relation to the present set of end-of-semester grades.

When the "good and "poor" performances are analyzed in
terms of experimental conditions, the results summarized in
Table xxviii emerge.

number of scores
+1 sEst y

number of scores
-1 sEst y

TABLE xxviii

Condition

A C

5 3 ' o

1 0 0

Number of English grades equal or exceeding
+1 sEst y.

It can be seen that five of the "good" performers were
found in the seminar condition whereas none are found in the
cont n1 group. The one subject whose performance could be
classified as "poor" had entered the seminar group at the
beginning of the eleventh year.

The breakdown by experimental treatments is given in
Table xxix. Compared to the 1965 - 1966 end-of-semester
grades in Social Studies, both the seminar and no-seminar
groups showed an improyement relative to the control condi-
tion. However, the differences among the experimental con-
ditions are, not significant.

number of scores
+1 sEst y

number of scores
-1 sEst y

A

TABLE xxix
Condit .71

B C--- ...

5 1

3 3 l

Number of Social Studies grades equaling or ex-
ceeding +1 sEst y.

Factors Related to "Good" and "Poor" Performance

In the previous analysis of factors related to "good"
and "poor" performance it was found that comparisons in terms
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of IQ, need achievement scores and attendance records revealed

no significant differences among the three experimental condi-

tions. A similar analysis of the 1966 - 1967 end-of-semester
grades were consonant with previous findings. However, the

previous analyses had revealed a variable - sex - which was

clearly related to performance. It was found that an excep-
tionally high proportion of "good" performers were female and,

conversely, a high proportion of "poor" performers were male.

The similar analysis with the 1966 - 1967 end-of-semester
grades is reported in Table xxx.

TABLE xxx

Condition

A

Male Female

B

Male Female

C

Male Female

"Good"
erformance

3 4 2 2 1 0

"Poor"
performance

0 3 1 0 0 1

Number of males and females in each experimental
condition characterized as "good" and "poor" per-
formers on at least one of two final grades.

It is clear that the differentiation by sex did not carry

over into the 1966 - 1967 end-of-semester grades. Approxi-

mately the same proportions of males and females could be
classified as "good" and "poor" performers in the seminar and
no-seminar conditions.

Analysis of Track 3 Students End -of- Semester Grades,
Attendance Records, and. STEP Results for the Academic

Year 1967 - 1968

End -of- Semester Grades

The analysis of the end-of-semester grades for the 1967 -
1968 academic year involves the comparison among the three ex-
perimental groups in two subjects, viz., English 'and. Social

Studies. An analysis of the mathematics grades is not in-
cluded in this report since so few students undertook mathe-
matics that statistical .comparisons would be virtually mean-
ingless.

In addition, since the attrition rate of the control
group was so great (six of seventeen left school), the final
grades of eleventh grade students in track three were added
to those of the control group in order to provide a larger
reference group in terms of which to compare the performance
Of the experimental and the non-experimental conditions.
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Procedure

The grades of all students for a given subject matter
were grouped together, and the overall median grade was de-

termined. The number of students in each condition scoring
above and below the median was tabulated and the differences
were evaluated statistically in terms of the Chi &pare test
of independence.

English,

The median grade for the three groups combined, was 74.76.

The median grades for each group considered separately were:
Group A (seminar), 75.00; Group B (non-seminar), 72.83; Group
C (Control), 74.73.

Table xxxi shows the number of students scoring above

and below the overall median in the three experimental condi-
tions. It can be seen that the differences are small. A x
value of less than 1.00 does not approach statistical signi-

ficance.
TABLE xxxi

Condition

A

Above Median --- 11 11 23

Below Median .... 10 15 22

2 X 3 contingency table showing the number of
students above and below the overall English
median in three experimental conditions.

The results are consonant with the eleventh year end-of-
semester grades in which the differences among the three
groups were small and statistically non-significant. The
seminar group obtained grades significantly superior to the
controls only on the tenth year end-of-semester grades. .

Social Studies

Table xxxii shows the comparisons among the three ex-
perimental groups on the Social Studies end-of-semester grades.
The overall median.grade was 74.77. However, unlike the
grades in English, the median grades for each of the three
experimental groups revealed sizeable differences. Group A
achieved a median grade of 81.29; Group B, 77.00; and Group C
a median of 71.62.
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TABLE xxxii

Condition

A

Abc%ve Med.ian - - 16

Below Median - - -1 5

16 15

10 30

2 X 3 Contingency table showing the number of
students above and below the owarall Social
Studies median in the three experimental con-
ditions.

The X
2
value of 10.797 is significant at well beyond

the 0.01 level and suggests real differences among the experi-
montal conditions. More specifically, the differences between
the Controls and both kand B are statistically significant.
The difference between Group A and. B is not statistically
significant.

Insofar as.it relates to Social Studies, the three year
study suggests that the seminar group showed an improvement
over the period which was not evidenced by the control sub-
jects. The tenth grade end-of-semester grades evidenced
slightly higher grades by the control subjects; the eleventh
grade scores revealed a slight advantage for the seminar
group; finally, the twelfth grade scores revealed the
seminar group to be clearly significant over the controls
(76% of students above the median vs. 33% above the median),
with the non-seminar group occupying an intermediate position
(62% of students above the overall median).

Attendance Records

The attendance records of students may be regarded as
indirect measures of motivation. In general, excepting in-
stances of genuine illness, students with high absentee re-
cords may be thought of as having poorer motivations to at-
tend school than those with low absentee records. In the
first two years of the study, the absence and lateness
records of the three experimental groups did not differ
appreciably from one another.

During the 1967 - 1968 school year, the median number
of days absent for all three groups combined was 19.32. For
each group separately the results were -,43 follows Group A,
16.00; Group B, 26.9; and Group C, 20.00. Table xxxiii
shows the number of students above and below the overall
median in each of the groups.



TABLE xxxiii

Condition

A

Above Median - - 6 15 22

14060,

Below Median - - - '15 11 23

2 X 3 Contingency table showing the number of
students above and below the overall absence
median in three experimental groups.

A X2 test of significance reveals the difference between
the A and B Groups to be significant beyond. the 0.05 level.

All other comparisons were non-significant.

Granting the assumption that absences are indirect in-
dicators of motivation, it would appear that the students in
the seminar group were better motivated to attend school than
those in the non-seminar condition.

The lateness records were in the same direction as the

absences. However, none of the dif. )rences were statistically
significant. The overall median number of days late was 3.18.
By condition, Group A obtained a median of 2.50 days; Group B
was 5.79 days; and Group C was 2.94 days.

STEP Test Results*

The three scales on the twelfth grade STEP test are
Reading, Writing, and. Social Studies. The methods of analysis
are the same as reported earlier in relation to end-of-semes-
ter grades.

Reading Scale

The median percentile rank, national norms, for the
three groups combined was 11.50. Taken separately by experi-
mental condition, the medians were: Group A, 18.25; Group B,
6.50; and Group C, 8.6 6.

Table xxxiv shows the number of students above and below
the median in the three experimental conditions.

*The results of the testing are reported for each of the ex-
perimental groups as originally constituted since the eleventh
grade "Controls" who were added in the previous comparisons
took the STEP tests, but norms were not available for their
grade level (Spring testing). Therefore, it was decided not
to include this data since the scores would have to be based
on Fall eleventh grade norms or Fall twelfth grade norms.
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TABLE xxxiv

Condition

A C

Above Median - - - 14 9 5

Below Median - - - 1 8 14 6
J

2 X 3 Contingency table showing the number of
students above and below the overall median on
the Reading Scale of the STEP.

Although the results show a greater proportion of stu-
dents in Group A obtaining scores above the combined gedian
than in either of the two remaining conditions, the )C value
of 2.814 does not achieve statistical significance.

Writing Scale

The median percentile rank for the three groups com-
bined was 21.17. The median for each group calculated
separately was: Group A, 29.5; Group B, 18.67; and Group
C, 22.25.

Table xxxv shows the number of students scoring above
and below the median in the three experimental conditions.

Above Median - - WV

TABLE xxxv

Condition

A

13 10 h

Below Median - - - 9 13 7
ii

2 X 3 Contingency table showing the number of
students above ard below the overall median in
the Writing Scale of the STEP.

As with the Reading Scale, the median for the seminar
subjects was higher than for each of the remaining conditions
and the proportion of students scaring above the combined
median was greater. Nevertheless, the X value is not sig-
nificant so that these differences should be regarded as
suggestive rather than reliable.
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Social Studies Scale

The median percentile rank for the three groups com-

bined was 22.00. The separate medians for each group were:

Group A, 32.00, Group B, 22.50; and Group Cs 4.03.

Table xxxvi shows the number of students in each ex-

perimental condition who scored above and below the combined

median on the Social Studies Scale.

TABLE xxxvi

Condition

A

Above Median - - - 17 13 0

Below Median - - - 5 lo 11

2 X 3 Contingency table showing the number of

students, by conditions above and below the

median in the Social Studies Scale of the STEP

test.

The X
2

test of significance yields a value of 17.720,

which is significant at well beyond the 0.01 level. What

is immediately apparept upon examining Table xxxvi is the

fact that none of the Control subjects obtained scores
above the median on the Social Studies Scale. Equally

apparent is the fact that; close to 80% of the seminar

group obtained scores above the combined median, with

the non-seminar group occupying an intermediate position.

The differences between Group C and both Groups A and B

are significant at beyond the 0.01 level. The difference

between Groups A and B is not significant statistically.

These results are in accord with the previous analysis

involving the end-of-semester grades in Social Studies. In

both comparisons, Group C control subjects performed sig-

nificantly poorer than their counterparts in the seminar

and non-seminar conditions.

Summar* and Conclusions

Although relatively few measures employed in the final

year of the Enriched Track 3 Program significantly differen-

tiated among the experimental conditions, it is interesting

to note that the seminar group obtained better median scores

on all seven of the criterion measures employed in the final

evaluation of performance. Table xxxvii shows the rank order

of the medians on each measure in relation to each experi-

mental condition. In interpreting this table, it is necessary
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to remember that a low median score in Absences and Late-

nesses represents "better" performance on this variable

than a high median. Accordingly, the lowest median on
each of the attendance measures is assigned a rank of one,

and the highest a rank of three.

TABLE )(:: :mil

Rank of Medians

Group End-of-Semester Grades Attendance STEP Scales I

En a. Soc. Stud. Abs. Late Read. Writ. Soc.St
........

A i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

B 3 2 3 3 3 2 2

C 2 3 2 2 2 3 3

Rank of the median scores achieved by each ex-
perimental group on the seven criterion measures
employed in the final year of the study.

Since these measures cannot be considered independent,
it is not possible to evaluate the statistical significance
of these rankings. Nevertheless, considered as a whole, the

data shcT that the students in the seminar group were cer-

tainly not performing poorer than their peers in the non-

seminar and control groups. Indeed, the data suggest that
the seminar group may have benefited from their experiences

Relation of fourth to sixth grade academic achievement
to eleventh grade academic performance

In ordr to determine if the performance of the experi-
mental subjects could be related in any way to earlier indices
of achievements the fourths, fifth, and sixth year end-of-
semester grades were obtained on all subjects for whom they

were available. By assigning a numerical score to each grade

ootained by each individual over the three year period and
summing, one obtains an overall indices of achievement, the

fourth, fifth, and sixth year end-of-semester grades were
obtained on all subjects for whom they were available. By

assigning a numerical score to each grade obtained by each
indtvidual over the three year period and summing, one ob-

tains an overall index of performance during the entire
period. The numerical values assigned to each letter grade

was as follows: A = 4; B = 3; C = 2; D = 1; F = 0. An

individual obtaining straight A's in all five courses for
each year obtained a cumulative score of sixty, whereas a
Ferson obtaining a mean of "C" throughout the period re-
ceived a cumulative score of thirty.
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The most relevant question raised was: Is there a
relationship between the cumulative score in the fourth to
sixth grades and performance at the high school level? To
answer the question, the eleventh, grade mean z-scores for
each subject were converted to ranks as were the cumulative
scores over the fourth 4o sixth grades. The rank order cor-
relation between the two sets of scores was obtained for
each experimental condition. The results of this analysis
are shown in Table xxxviii.

TABLE xxxviii

ConditiGn

A

0.55* -0.14 0,28
0111111011111111

*significant at 0.01 level.

Rank order coefficients, by experimental
condition, between fourth to sixth grade
cumulative scores and eleventh grade
z-scores.

Table xxxviii shows that only the rank correlation coef-
ficient for Group A, the seminar condition, differed signi-ficantly from zero. This result may be taken as supporting
the view that the seminar condition was producing effects
which were not discernible in the non-seminar and control
conditions. The very low, slightly negative correlation inthe non-seminar group is surprising since, basically, it
indicates that the fourth to sixth grade accumulative recordof these students could not be used to predict academic per-formance. It is rare in psychological and educational re-search to find a behavioral index at one age essentially un-correlated with a comparable index at a later age. When itoccurs, it is suggestive of abnormal conditions. Perhapsit is this very condition which the present study was intendedto correct. Be that as it may, one thing is clear, viz., thestudents in the seminar condition were performing in a "normal"fashion (i.e., high performers in fourth through sixth gradeswere generally performing high, relative to their group, inthe eleventh grade and low performers in the fourth throughsixth grades performed poorly in the eleventh grade). Perhapsthe effect of the seminar condition was to permit students toperform in a way which was consonant with earlier indicatorsof achievement whereas, in the groups not benefitting fromthe seminar, performance during any given year is a randomvariable only marginally, if at all, related to prior indicesof achievement.

A second, question that was raised in connection with the
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fourth through sixth grade cumulative record was: Is it

possible to identify, at an early age, those individuals
who are likely to benefit from the seminar conaitions?
Because of the small numbers of subjects involved, it is

impossible to make any definitive statements relating to

this question. Nevertheless, the results are consonant
with the correlational data presented above Of the four
students in the seminar condition who were identified as
"overachievers" based upon their eleventh grade records,

three were above the median in the fourth through sixth
grade cumulative records. In the non-seminar group, on
the other hand, four of the five individuals identified
as "underachievers" based upon their eleventh grade re-
cords were Brag-the median in the fourth through sixth
years. Indeed the cumulative record of this latter
group during grades four through six was a respectable
B" average. One is tempted to speculate about the pro-

gress these students would have made had they been in the
seminar condition.

VIII,Results Continued - Summary

1. Although all the students in the program were
underachievers, the correlation of IQ with STEP scores at
the beginning of the study indicated that Group B was even

more clearly an underachieving group.

2. Analysis of the N-Ach Test results revealed no
significant differences between groups at the beginning
or end of the first year.

3. There was no statistically significant difference
between groups when IQ scores were compared.

STEP Results (1965-60:

1. Group B was significantly poorer than the other
groups in Mathematics at the beginning of the study; no
significant differences on other subject scales.

2. Group A was significantly better than Group C
(Control) on the Social Studies Scale at the end of the
first.year.

3. All groups showed losses on all three scales when
retested at the end of the year.

Group B showed statistically significant losses on
all three scales of the STEP; Group C showed significant
losses on two of the scales; and Group A showed a significant
loss on only one of the scales.

Group A showed significantly less loss on the Reading
Scale than Group B and Group C.
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Grades (1965 -66):

1. Group A achieved significantly higher grades in

Speech compared with Group C at the end of the first year.

2. Group A achieved significantly higher grades in

English compared with Group C at the end of the first year.

3. The low correlations between IQ scores and end-of-

year grades (1965-66) strongly indicated the subjects of the

study were drawn from a population of underachievers.

4. When group means of Speech grades were compared,

Group A and B did not differ significantly from one another.

However, the use of regression equations to assess individual

performance identified ten students as "good", and ten stu-

dents as "poor". None ..)f the "poor" performers occurred in

Group A while none of the "good" performers occurred in Group

C. Application of the Fisher exact probability test to evalu-

ate these differences revealed Group A differed significantly

from Groups B and C.

A significantly greater number of Group A students were

judged "good" performers in English compared with Groups B and C.

A significantly greater number of Group B students did

better on Social Studies compared with Group C.

Grades (1966 -67):

1. No significant differences between groups were found.

STEP.(1967-68):

1. Groups A and B scored significantly higher than

Group C on the Social Studies Scale of the STEP. While 80%

of Group A scored above the combinedmedian, none of Group C

scored above the median, while Group B occupied an inter-

mediate position.

Grades (1967-68):

1. Groups A and B were significantly higher than Group C

when final Social Studies grades were compared.

N-Ach Test C1967-68):

1. No significant differences between groups were found.

Attendance:

1. Group A had significantly less absences than Group B.

CainbialELIEELAILIaailla

When median scores of all criterion measures employed in

the final *valuation were rank ordered, it was found that
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Group A ranked first on every variable. While this result

cannot be considered statistically significant, it is sug-

gestive of a differential response to the program.

Comparison of Performance - Grades Pour through Six vs. Grade

Eleven

1. Only Group A elbowed a significant (positive) cor-

relation between pc,formanco in Grades Four through Six com-

pared with performance in Grade Eleven.

IX. Discussion

a. Interpretation of findings

The Enriched Track Three Program yielded varied results,

some statistically significant, some statistically suggestive

and some empirically meaningful.

We began with two hypotheses (stated in null form):

1) A guidance program will not significantly increase
the achievement motivation of a group of high school low

achievers.

2) A guidance program will have no significant effect
upon the achievement level of a group of high school low

achievers.

The use of the McClelland Need Achievement Test as a

measure of motivation to achieve, was a complete disaster.

The definition of achievement motivation as "competition

with a standard of excellence" proved to be quite unrealis-

tic as a measure for our students. We found that we could

measure our track one students on this scale, but it was too

high a standard for our group. We realized that we should

have used a standard of mediocrity, since our students seemed

concerned with the avoidance of failure and motivation for
low achievement would have demonstrated progress. Instead of

the pursuit of excellence, the desire to pass would have been

a more realistic gauge of motivation. If attendance data car

be considered an indirect reflection of motivation related to
school, then the seminar condition made a difference. However,

it cannot he assumed that the motivation to achieve was neces-
sarily the variable measured since school attendance is often
predicated upon social rather than academic achievement needs,

especially with our student group.

Motivation to achieve was evident to our staff in several

non-quantitative ways. A demand to be quizzed and concern
over grades was 4 constant reminder that although our students
disclaimed concern about academic performance, they protested

too much. As they moved through the program, they became more

open about their concern for good performance. The desire to
continue with education past high school which was expressed

and pursued by many of our students is a valid index of achieve-

ment motivation. From the original experimental group of

students (Groups A and B) who graduated (forty-seven students):
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seven were admitted to four year colleges; nineteen matricu-
lated at two year colleges; five were admitted to two year
colleges, but deferred their attendance for personal reasons;
Aaree other application& to two year colleges are currently
pending; one girl is attending a two year professional drama
school; and another is attending a secretarial school. No
student who applied for further education has been denied it;
even though these students have been track three throughout
high school.

During the three years of the program, results shifted
from year to year. Although Group A surpassed Group C at the
beginning of the program on the STEP Social Studies Scale, by
the end of the first year, all three groups had declined and
showed losses on their scores. We attributed tha decline to
the simplest and most obvious explanation - our students had
a marked aversion to taking .standardized group tests which
they felt "put them claim" and exposed their inadequacies.
They were quite vocal about their objections to taking such
tests which they believed were intended to show how dumb they
were and which made them different from the "normal" kids. It
was in this area of test-taking Cant the need to avoid failure
was most pronounced. The losses shown at the end of the first
year retesting were most likely the results of this aversion
to the tests. What is significant was that the losses were
differential, i.e., Group A showed significantly less loss
than either Group B or C. One assumption drawn is that the
seminar condition led to a feeling of being more adequate,
less threatened and less avoidant of failure.

The results suggested that while individual students might
benefit from the enriched prograr, this benefit might not be ap-
parent for the whole group; we found that some students' person-
al problems went far beyond the scope of assistance providod by
our program.

Both experimental groups showed significantly better per-
formance than Group C in the area of Social Studies as measured
by both test scores and grades. Group A was originally superior
to Group C on the STEP scores, but this difference disappeared
when second year testing was done. There is a consideration
relevant to the Social Studies results: Social Studies and Eng-
lish are dependent variables particularly within our program and
the effects of English might very well be reflected in the Social
Studies results. The better a student can organize and express
ideas, read and write, the better he can answer questions.

An overview of the statistical results, both th)sesignifi-
cant and only suggestive, indicate a preponderance of conditions
where Group A surpassed Group B and/or C. While unequivocal
conclusions can not be drawn from the results, the suggested
direction should not be ignored. The beneficial effects of the
enriched program, particularly with the seminar condition, is
supported by the reactions of faculty and students. Both of

1-L

The students changed from a hostile-dgensive posture, the

these participating groups cited the changes in teacher-student
relationships
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teachers from 2irdritical-derogatory posture, to a positive
perception of each other based on mutual respect, intel-
lectual and personal. This alteration was based on three
years of experiences in class, on trips, discussion groups
and seminars.

Perhaps, the students' own evaluations of the program
can best express their attitudes.

Student Evaluations:

1. Seminar must be included - talk freely - none of
my friends outside-6T this program are nearly as crari. to
any of their teachers as I am with mine.

2. Track three was good - movies were excellent -
especially those that pertained to books I read - more trips -
don't be scared to make kids work.

3. Movies were good - teachers showed real interest
and concern for the students - free atmosphere.

4. Heard seminar was pretty good - teachers were good
but treated us younger.

5. Knew each other well (teachers and students) - trips
were excellent.

6. Knew your teacher better - people knew too much
about your business.

7. Knew each other - knew too well.

8. Loved the trips - dedicated and great teachers -
could speak out about everything.

9. Can discuss what we want and not be afraid of what
we say - movies one of best ways of learning - if I could do
it all over again I would want the same program.

10. Seminar should be voluntary - should continue program.

11. Everyone was too close to everyone else and knew
their business.

12. I hope next people in this three year program are
helped as much as it helped MA.

13.
teachers,

Attitude of students toward teachers rewarding -

very understanding and helpful.

14. Disliked seminar - discontinue program.



15. Trips to know each other better - all teachers
seemed open-minded - I think program is a pioneer of how
the whole school and all schools will have to be conducted
some day. Best experiences I've had (in classes) in school.

16. Program was very good - movies, special events and
trips especially good. Best wishes to future students and
teachers in program.

17. Seminar could be boring - movies good - trips good -
teachers good - could always talk to teacher about a problem -
were close to them and they knew all of us - good student-
teacher relationship.

18. Seminar didn't help much - movies were great -
(together with book read) - teachers were close and knew
students well.

19. Seminar a waste - movie along with book being read
helped learning - trips interesting - teachers helpful.

20. Movies, trips, content good.

21. I'd love to stay in school just for the movies -
loved trips - teachers were wonderful - the classes I think
were really great.

22. Teachers got to know you but too much - didn't
like trips or seminar - worthwhile program - I liked it.

23. Seminar and movies good - trips no good - more
teachers in program.

24. At first I thought program was going to be a flop
but I was wrong - teachers understanding - trips were the
best, movies were great - disliked seminar.

25. Didn't care for any part of program.

26. Negative - but vague.

27. Seminar for opportunity to speak and get to know
people - movies and special events important - trips are
just in - teachers don't or couldn't come any better than
ones we had. You all had such patience and strive to stick
with it; that takes guts.

28. Classes were too easy - movies and trips were good -
too easy.

29. Thank all teachers for great job they did in teaching
me past three years. Like to see program throughout school -
makes you want to come - student- teacher relationship - took
fear of making mistakes away - teachers are human beings.
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30. Films and trips were good.

31. Liked movies and trips - teachers were like friends -
could talk to them about problems - disliked tests.

32. Felt were treated like babies but liked movies and
trips - too easy - all in all not that bad.

33. Trips were great, too much movies - teachers treated
us like little kids - discontinue program.

3L.. Liked conversing with teachers.- movies were great -

trips were good - don't think (program) could have improved.

35. Get rid of seminar - movies good, trips best part
of program-Tdachere-i stouldn'tcailteachers; I'll c l them my
friends - school" would be better off if all the teachers
were like them.

36. Liked teachers - got sick of same kids - liked
movies.

In a program whore so many changes were made, tangible
and intangible, it would be gratuitous to claim any one factor
as being primary or to disregard the effects of three addi-
tional years of development and maturation. Such results as
were obtained must be attributed to the impact of the total
program upon teachers and students alike and the effect upon
the curriculum and classroom.

A significant and positive correlation between marks in
grades fol2r through six and eleventh grade was found for Group
A. This indicates that only this group performed in accord
with their elementary school performance. Those Group A
students who had "good" performance in grades four through
six were able to be "good" performers in grade eleven. "Good"
performer in the other two groups did not perform consistently.
This suggested that the seminar condition actualized the po-
tential of these students. (The use of eleventh grade marks
was necessitated by practical considerations).

IX. b. Implications and recommendations:

These students cameto see us with varying degrees of
distaste for reading, writing and studying. In most cases
their "allergies" could be inferred and traced through com-
ments of elementary school teachers. Robert Heineman and
Marilyn Berstein in "The Fourth R" wrote, "Everyone knows
that children have to "adjust" to school discipline, but it
is seldom understood until too late how devastating is the
power of that discipline. The impact of the teacher's power
on a self that knows nothing of its own sovereignty has a
profound and sometimes shattering effect on learning. If
this blow is not entirely responsible for learning disabilities,
it is certainly the source of that intractability which
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11+ 0,,,,mdems

nullifies the curative force of remedial techniques and
baffles good inten;ion. Bad experiences, real or imaginary,
bring these students to believe that genuine self-expression
inspires punishment and hon9st communication leaves them open
to manipulative controls." b They learned to hide, to tune
outs and to cover with complicated defenses. Underneath the
facades were self-blame, self-doubt, and sometimes self-pity;
they expected to be low on the totem pole. Our basic pre-
mise was one of attempting to change achievement patterns
through change in motivation, and the areas focused upon
were curriculum, instruction, and student attitude. We
began to understand, however, that these students courted
failure and in the light of our national preoccupation with
academic success, failure was an escape hatch. Accordingly
we changed our focus from that of increasing motivation -to-
achieve, to an attempt to first decrease their avoidance-of-
failure syndrome. Failure threatened individuals are those
"in whom the motive to avoid failure greatly exceeds the
motive to achieve. He is dominated by the threat of failure,
and so resists activities in which his competence might be
evaluated against a standard, or the competence of others.
Were he not surrounded by social constraints (social pressure
by teachers and/or peers) he would never voluntarily under-
take an activity requiring skill when there is any uncertain-
ty about the outcome." 1

Curriculum

As each year went by we learned to discard what was
least effective, to modify and implement. New techniques
suggested themselves and were tried. The rethinking of how
and why these students learn impelled the team to reevaluate
the kind of curriculum which has been traditionally used.
The conclusion reached was that the tight subject area,
time-sequence approach, prevents those students from learning,
and the teacher from teaching. Curriculum should be an on-
going process, vital and related to every day life, involving
all areas of instruction. Not that this approach isn't valid
for all students; but our underachieving students lack other
motivations and silpports to sustain them. Teaching materials
must look new and exciting, and should be culled from movies,
television, newspapers, magazines, records, etc. Methodology
should not be bound by static approaches. Therefore, the
twelfth grade curriculum had a "humanities" approach which
included art, music and science as well as English and Social
Studies. This approach should be extended to include tenth
and eleventh grades so that school becomes "education for
what is real."

We found that "back-to-back" scheduling of Social
Studies and English worked well. The joint curriculum af-
forded constant communication among teachers plus flexibility
of a time block.
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Curriculum, writing, and revising was and should be an

ongoing operation. It is possible for more than one teacher

to write, especially in English, a team approach is prefe-

rable. A good teacher's teaching is inevitably identified

with personality. Material which works for one, may not be

as suitable for another. Summer is a good time to mimeo-

graph course materials, reading lists, tests and evaluation

sheets. General agreement on conceptual organization is

necessary for articulation teacher to teacher and between

subjects. We found ourselves continually evaluating, and

on that basis discarding what was least effective, and add-

ing or substituting where necessary. As we gained experience

with track three'rs, the curriculum, written became more ef-

fective.

We involved the students where possible, and as an out-

growth of one discussion, our students elected a committee

to present their ideas to the principal. These ideas in-

volved a new time schedule and different guidelines for

study halls. Incidentally, two years later these ideas

wore implemented.

In retrospect our Social Studies teachers were pleased

with the eleventh grade curriculum, but would have liked to

expand and finalize "protest and change" units.

In twelfth grade curriculum we effected the best mesh

between English and Social Studies. It came closer to our

ideal of meaningful integration with a wealth of rich back-

ground materials. It also represented the most successful
coordination of literature, trips, films, and special pro-

grams with.ongoing curriculum.

Through literature, students can pass into a new world

where thinking, feeling and learning are one. Books were

chosen with an eye to the realities of human experience, its

weakness, suffering and disappointments. Some books were

read in part in school, and students learned that their in-

nermost feelings and private fantasies were part of the
common fabric of human experiences. Reading was thinking
and feeling, and books were chosen with this in mind.

Some of the most successful books studied were:

Anthem Raisin in the Sun
Catcher in the Rye The Last Hurrah
Separate Peace .

Caine Mutiny
The Stranger Animal Farm
Lord of the Flies The Ugly American
Company "K" Hunters
Sands of Kalahari Of Mice and Men
Nothing But a Man Billy Budd (play)
Ox Bow .Incident - (reading level too difficult)
Orwell's 1981i. - Bombed - beyond their skill and interest
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Our Town - Proved to be too philosophical and too
abstract - Universalities did not motivate

Discoveving Your Language - stiffly resisted
Hidden Persuaders - beyond the ability of most

Most svccassful films were:

Nobody Waved Goodbye
Math and Art
When I Grow Up
Nothing But a Man
Very Nice, Very Nice

Most successful units Ware:

Roots of Happiness
The Eye of the Perceiver
Lord of the Flies
On the Waterfront
High Noon - a fooler,

students missed all
subtleties

Mass Media; Protest and Change; The Family; Prejudice

Moat successful special programs:

Mr. T. with his horn - Music and. Math (Math teacher)
Musical Group - Track three'rs
Japan - Mr. D. (Social Studies teacher)
"What are your rights?" - Mrs. P. (local attorney)

It's no accident that of the many and varied special
programs we presented, home talent rated highest.

Setting, Methods, Techniques

Back-to-back English and Social Studies, and team
teaching allow flexibility in time, space, and methodology.

Varied and pertinent audio-visual instructional aides

and trips are important tools. These students learn more
easily through ears, eyes and touch, thzn by reading and

studying. Films, trips, etc. should be related to curricu-
lum, cooperatively planned, and detailed as to specifics to
be observed and discussed. Each event should be followed by

feedback and evaluation.

We allowed time for small groups oriented or solo ac-

tivities. In this way the teachers could spend some time

with individuals.

Structure and aims needed to be definitive, and shared

goals were important. - Repeat and review, but cloak in

new clothes. - Use student help wherever possible. - Start

from structure and move to less, as they become more con-
fident. - Vary the rhythm of space and time. - Depth and
flexibility of material are important to help teacher in
appealing to different levels of experience and basic skills.
Move from visual and auditory to reading, writing and
speaking. - Use imaginative approaches to develop reading,
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listening, writing, speaking, associative and inferential
skills. - Uncover varied talents and interests o, the group
such as music, dramatics, stamp collecting; utilize to moti-
vate, to elevate the "talented" one. - Avoid too concentra-
ted work involving reading; space it. - Introduce techniques
of interviewing and move from simple to more complex. - Try
to build intellectual curiosity, if only in a limited way.

Knowledge of group dynamics would be an asset. As soon

as a disturbance or disquieting event happens, stop the planned
lesson and group discuss. It improves the level of interac-
tion between and among students, and it's surprising the amount
of insight they have into the problems of others.

Much thought given to extend their ability to concentrate,
tackle and complete a given task. Start in a small way and
expand.

Homework was a problem. We found it unrealistic to ex-
pect some of these students to do homework on any regular

basis. A great many had jobs with long hours, some were
socially oriented, others were out for athletic teams. They
lacked the drive, time and discipline to do school.work out
of school.- "Enough already", to attend fairly regularly.
If we were rigid about homework, the pluggers and conformers
did it, and the other half resisted.

Listening: These students were especially grateful when
we really listened to them. This had possibilities for tea-
ching them to really listen to us.

While some resisted reading and speaking, almost all
resisted writing. It was possibly the most demanding and
least rewarding task for teachers. We tried to raise their
level of organization, logical thinking and recording of
ideas.

After much struggle, the track three'rs put out a paper
that they and we were proud of. They also wrote, directed
and acted scenes involving Social Study units. We attempted
a television project, but this bogged down in argument such
as where the action would take place. Their script tended
to call for locales nuch as Montauk Point and Jones Beachi

Success breeds success, so plan for successes, no matter
how small.. Attitudes have a profound effect on motivation,
and success invariably improves attitude.

Use models where possible, both peer and adult.

Never take anything for granted in teaching track three
students; always define terms, boundaries.
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Directed study in part of a class period, allowed for
some individual and/or remedial work.

There was a need for these students to achieve immediate
results, therefore short term goals were necessary.

Capitalize and utilize their desire for social recogni-
tion and group approval. Track three'rs, more than others,
need to feel individual worth and confidence.

In working with study habits, make sure they under-
stand operational difference between learning and over-
learning.

Since they watch television anyway, avoid guilt feelings
on their part, and assign television homework where practical
and relevant.

Foster self-evaluative habits. Too often they do not
profit fram.their experiences.

"Thought" cards, are a good, technique, especially at the
start of the year. It helps the teacher to know more about
the student in a relatively short time, and it fosters some
looking inward. -There is a tendency for some track three
students to be somewhat overproductive in thought and action,
in a haphazard way.

Seminar:

By design, our twice weekly seminars were planned to be
an extension and enrichment of classroom experiences. We
also tried to allow and encourage expressions of their anger
and. fear,.to help them through group process to disentangle
their emotional problems from the academic. The overall group
exposure was threatening especially for students who made an
art out of hiding, of evesiveness. Some felt it an imposition;
time spent without a mark or unit of credit. We learned during
the tenth year, that it was more important to discuss adolescent
concerns such as dating and family problems. Occasionally,
there were topics pursued that were an outgrowth of class work.
Solving family and social problems was high on the student's
need list; enriched classroom work low!

Our seminar students expressed ambivalent feelings to-
wards teachers. They liked teachers as individuals and ap-
preciated us. as friends outside the classroom. However, the
moment we began to teach our individuality seemed to disin-
tegrate for them. They identified formal school learning,
with a-Means of getting somewhere, or toward materialistic
gain.

The restorative value of the straightforward and
sympathetic relationships developed in seminar, was not
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realized with some students. Friendship and interest on the
part of a teacher, in several cases was too threatening, stu-
dents --)uldn't allow the closeness. One boy needed the tea-
cher's support, asked for it, and then recoiled, presumably
remembering old fears of domination and manipulation.

On the whole, though, we found seminar an effective tech-
nique for humanizing staff, for paying attention to what was
really current and important to our students. It allowed,
and encouraged an expression of anger, and helped to identify
some of their problems. Frustri`ions and hostility couldn't
be throttled or sweidt talked away. Before any learning took
place, attention had to be paid to releasing negative blocks,
and seminar, served this purpose. Seminar also humanized
teachers for the students.

Students also learned that disagreement and divergence
does not always lead to rejection. As communication and
empathy increasod between student and teacher, between stu-
dent and student, some of the more inhibited found it easier
to express themselves. Conversely, the impulsive, undisci-
plined extroverts, learned to be more thoughtful, to listen.
Although none of the staff had formal training in group
dynamics, everyone learned more of the dynamics and the process.

While seminar as a technique was successful, ow' project
design locked a small group of students and teachers into
three years of meeting twice weekly. For optimum growth,
groups snu:ld be shuffled more frequently.

Teacher-Student Relationship:

One of the most important aspects of working with non-
academically oriented students is to maintain flexibility.
Any valid, intellectual or emotional question should be at-
tended to. Flexible in this context should not be construed
to mean lack of teacher preparation, but rather to mean tea-
cher readiness for any ditrargent topics of importance. Some-
times the surest way to reach goals, was to go toward it in
e circular way, rather thaTi a straight line.

Put aside lesson plans if necessary and seize every
opportunity in the classroom to get them to express freely
the feelings which interfere with learning. Beware of mis-
understanding the meaning of stubborn learning blocks,
Teachers should not take it personally, should not regard
students' achievement as a measure of ability to teach or
their ability to learn. We become especially vulnerable
when we try to rescue students from chronic failure. We
feel too res,mnsible, inadvertently sharing their illusions
about our power. Experiences showed us, when a student makes
Alp his mind not to learn, no one can teach him.

Teachers must maintain a positive attitude even if it
hurts, and it does. These students question school and their
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commitment is often equivocal. For some, special help
classes, tutoring, and clinics seem to make them feel more
trapped.

It's important for teachers to set a minimum of rules
but to be consistent. Keep teacher talk to a minimum and
guard against passivity; build an involvement.

Evaluations:

The problem of evaluation was a ce.tical and puzzling
one. Marking systems in general use today, brand these
youngsters as failures. In our society, we sniff at the
gentleman "C" and only "B"s and "A "s are regarded as accep-
table. This fosters avoidance of failure behavior with low-
on -totem set.

When standardized tests were given, resistance was
staunch. As one boy said, 'Here goes another put-down and
we won't even learn to correct our mistakes, we just learn
that our percentile is low." For purposes of our study,
standardized tests were required. After watching the test
taking behavior, however, it appeared that what was being
measured was frustration, anger, and anxiety levels.

In the classroom they preferred short quizzes once a
week; tests geared to cover a limited area, and with feedback
immediately after the quizz.

Poi some subjects, for all pupils, a "pass" or "fall"
option s'E.ein desirable. For students lacking in confidence
and some basic skills, it is especially desirable. It should
encourage them to broaden horizons without the nagging fear
of a low evaluation.

As experimentation evolved with various forms of evalua-
tion, grades, no-grades, etc., it soon became evident that
even more than an acceptable marking system was the track
three'rs need to be like everyone else.

We think there is merit in a no-failure system. Indivi-
duals would have contracts to be worked through at their own
speed. Accomplishments are recorded, but no one fails, al-
though it might take, him longer to move on to the next task.
In other words, lack of a grade signifies that the set stan-
dards have not yet been met.

Organization:

The track three as identified at Syosset High School in-
cludes a variety of pupils: the slow learner, the lazy and
unmotivated, pupils lacking in basic skills, and emotional
problems. We question the validity of designating these low
achieving students as a category different from the standard,
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with all the implications that everybody reads into this.

The tracking system and the purposes underlying its original

organizations leave little doubt that track three occupies

the bottom of a bierachy. The implication is that for track

three studentb to be successful, they must remediate and move

up from their lowly position. We submit that most track

three students are not less than the standard students, but

perhaps different in attitudes, values, intellectual skills

s.nd certainly, experiences. We feel it highly unrealistic

v.() expect they will become just like their track two peers.

Further, we feel very strongly that something must be done

to foster their achieving and peer status with the track

two studea"4. Therefore, we recommend that the track three

df.:5ignation be eliminated and that we have more than one

standard track with curricula that are different, but equal.

The ungraded plan, and humanities approach, modular
scheduling of non-tracked students seems to offer much.

The large group arrangement lends itself to stretching
their horizons and self-respect; tne small groups to remedia-

tion and group process benefits.

Experience has strengthened our opinion that these stu-

dents are deficient in basic skills such as reading, mathe-
matics, written and oral communication. Part of our recom-

mendation for the, track three program is an effort to pro-

vide remedial work within the framework of a regular class.

We are also responding to the relative lack of intra-

group stimulation, the absence of other kind a of reactions

to learning and the sometimes devastating effects of feeling

"so different from everybody else" that we have observed in

our students. With track three'rs there is continuous re-

flection and reinforcement of negative attitudes toward self,

scholastic achievement and aspirations which result from

their self-containment and insularity.

Until such time as heterogenous grouping, and the Nova

type plan can be initiated, we recommend Enriched Track 3
be continued to take care of these students. We further re-

commended that Enriched Track 3 experiment be tried at the

seventh grade level. The results should be more valid for

several reasons., Seventh grade pupils would not be as deeply

involved in adolescent changes, and they would not have ex-
perienced a previous track three "put-down", and their de-

fenses not so deeply entrenched.

While we are aware that the elementary schools have

given much time and thought to the underachiever and learning
blocks, we urge further study and experiment. The start of
most of these problems is in the early pars of life.

High school is rather late to start with these youngsters.

Better to try new techniques in elementary school before the
student internalizes a low self-image and an overpowering need
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to avoid learning situations. The social-sexual demands of
adolescence complicates attempts to remediate and motivate
in high school.

Therefore, we strongly urge that a district committee
be formed for the purpose of determining what is the earliest
school, level where "avoidance of failure" pattern can be
identified, and what are its main characteristics. If it is
feasible, then a pilot or experimental program should be in-
stituted for the purpose of modifying this problem, at the
earliest possible grade level.

X. Summa r

Syosset nigh School had a group of students who were
considered to be low achievers. These students occupied
classroom space, but did not learn, and may be thought of
as mental drop-outs. A review of the related literature
indicates no single cause and no simple cure. Among the
most frequently mentioned causes of low achievers was:
dissatisfactions of both teachers and students themselves,
the low achievers' poor self-image, the importance of the
teachers' role and attitudes, and the necessity for cur-
riculum modification. Although Syosset had a remedial
track, review of records indicated that few students ever
leave this track and return to the standard track.

In the related literature, failure to learn was fre-
quently described as a resistance to authority (Holt, Kelly)
where there exists disparate perceptions of the educational
scene on the part of teachers and students. The social needs
of the adolescent are often at variance with the demands of
learning and learning becomes a source of frustration to be
avoided (Lorand). The underachiever is often a failure-
threatened person whose main motivation becomes th.) avoidance
of failure rather than the achievement of success. School
programs usually intensify the threat of failure and the
student continues to it in class only because social con-
straints keep him there (Atkinson and Feather).1

Hypotheses (stated in null form)

A guidance program will not significantly increase the
achievement motivation of a-group of high school low achievers .

A guidance program will have no significant effect upon
the achievement level of a group of high school low achievers.

Objectives

1, Increase students' motivation to achieve by:
a) Creating more positive teacher attitudes.
b) Creating a more meaningful curriculum.
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c) Increasing the standards of performance in
English and Social Studies.

d) Relating their personal interests to the
curriculum.

el) Creating an in-group with which they can
identify and which reflects a desire for
achievement and academic success.

2. Increase students' actual achievement in all subjects
by raising their achievement motivation and increasing
academic skills.

3. Detelopment of a new approach to low achieving high
school drop-outs by a guidance and curriculum approach.

4. Demonstration of techniques and approach to teachers
other than those directly participating in the pro-
ject (high school level), and to teachers on lower
grade levels.

5. Development of new curriculum, materials based on
actual use and experience with these materials in
the classroom,

Procedures - Subjects Involved

All pupils recommended for track three in English and
Social Studies in tenth grade for the school year beginning
September, 1965 were included in the study with the exception
of those students assigned to a part-time vocational program
out of the district. On this basis a total of seventy-three
students was included in the study out of a total available
population of ninety-one. (The remaining eighteen were stu-
dents in the vocational program). In acteord with the recom-
mendation of the State Education Department, the size of the
Control Group was increased by fifty subjects for statistical
analysis of the final results. These students met the same
criteria for being low achievers as the original g5:-.)up and
were selected from the grade which was a year behind our
original group. The assignment to track three was made in
ninth grade on the basis of teacher and guidance counselor
recommendations, actual class performance and grades and t,:st
scores. Originally it was intended to also statistical
idontify and confirm the low achieving students, but several
operational difficulties prevented the use of this method to
select subjects for the study although the use of regression
equations was used subsequently to describe performance. It
was intended originally to use the sequential tests of educa-
tion prOgress, part of the guidance program for tenth grade,
as the criterion of achievement. The scores of the Otis In-
telligence Test, also part of the regular guidance program
administered in ninth grade were to be used as the predictor
sIore. However, there was an unavoidable delay in having
the test scores returned from the Test Scoring Service and a
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further delay in obtaining the results of the statistical
analysis of the scores so that this data was not available

until the and of the first year of the program after the

groups had already been organized. Further, the State
Education Department recommended at the end of the year
that a second IQ score be obtained to make this measure
more reliable. Results of this testing were not available
until the middle of the second year of the program.

The students selected were randomly assigned to a con-

trol group and two experimental groups. Distribution of boys

and girls in each group was equalized. Mean IQ's were calcu-
lated for the various groups to ascertain if the groups were

equivalent.

The tenth grade low achievement students were divided
into three groups:

l) Experimental Group A - Seminar
2) Experimental Group B - Non-Seminar
3) Control - Regular Track Three

Educational Activities

Experimental Group A

The students who comprised Experimental Group A were
divided into two smaller class groups for classes in English

and Social Studies. These classes were held periods one and

two in the day and formed a block of time that was utilized
for team teaching, small discussion groups, and other pro-
cedures which required flexible programming.

The third period of the day was used for student seminar
meetings (two periods per week), individual counseling, su-
pervised study, library work, and teacher-studant conferences.
The seminar groups consisted of seven to eight students.

After scrawling by the reading teacher, the group was
divided into three smaller groups based on their reading level
and reading disabilities for the purpose of receiving remedial
instruction one period per week.

The group attended group guidance classes, guidance topics
were explored, e.g., vocational interests, career areas, re-
creational interests, hobbies, clubsset cetera.

'Weekly cultural programs were scheduled to involve the
students in activities in which they ordinarily would not
participate. These activities included films, folk music,
science lectures, and field trips.

The field trips were to historical museums, art exhibits,
theatres and subjects of general interest- (communications,
transportation, etc.). In all instances field trips were



related to current topics in the curriculum.

Experimental Group B

This group followed the same program as Experimental
Group A except they did not participate in the student seminars.
They were divided into two smaller groups for classes in Eng-
lish and Social Studies, et cetera.

Control Group

These students followed a regular program of study se-
lected according to the usual high school procedure. No
special provisions were made for them, and they served as a
comparison group for the two experimental groups by providing
a standard of reference for statistical purposes.

Educational Activities:

The program activities fell into three categories, separate
but related: curriculum, student seminars and faculty seminars.

Curriculum guides in English and Social Studies were
prepared prior to each school year to provide a frame of re-
ference for curriculum development during the year. Materials
and techniques were prepared, added, deleted and modified as
an ongoing process during the term. Teacher preparation
periods and the faculty seminars were used to evaluate curricu-
lum materials and methods. Experiences with students in the
clasiroom were reflected in revisions that were made. Core
programming in English and Social Studies with back-to-back
scheduling, followed by student seminar, p,rmitted integra-
tion of both subjects. The student seminar fostered small
group discussion of classroom topics and provided feedback
to the teachers about the students/ reactions to the previous
classes.

In addition to the textbooks, supplementary readings,
films, field trips, recordings and invited resource persons
were used.

Instruments Used:

1. Intelligence - Otis Test of Mental Ability
Form: Gamma EM, Gam ma FM

2. Achievement - Sequential Tests of Educational
Progress (STEP)
Form: 2A, 2B

3. Motivation - N-Ach Test (Need Achievement Test,
McClelland et al)
Pictures: A, B, G, H (See Appendix A)



Procedures for Data Analyses:
Beginning of the Study

In order to obtain a more stable estimate of each.sub-
ject's intelligence, the mean score of two testings was em-
ployed as the best estimate of the IQ of each subject. These

scores were, in turn, converted into Z scores (Z = X-X ).

STEP scores (English, Social Studies, Mathematics and
Science) were converted to standard scores and correlated
with IQ (Pearson r). Regression equations predicting achieve-

ment scores from IQ scores were developed making it possible
to determine for each subject whether he performed better or
poorer than expected based upon his combined IQ score and to
describe how much each subject deviated from the "expected"

score. A large deviation was defined as one equalling or
exceeding + 1 sEst.Y.

Final grades in English, Speech, Social Studies and
Mathematics were converted into two scores and their correla-

tions with IQ obtained. Regression equations predicting end-
of-year grades from IQ scores were developed, making it pos-
sible to determine for each subject in the experiment whether
he performed better or poorer than expected based upon his
combined IQ score and to describe how much each subject de-

viated from the "expected" score. A large deviation was
defined as one equalling or exceeding + 1 sEst.Y.

The ratings of three judges of responses on the McClelland
N-Ach. Test were correlated (Rho).

Measures were obtained at the beginning of the program,
end of the first year, and end of program. t-ratios were
used to evaluate differences between groups.

End-of-the-year grades in Speech*, English, Social
Studies and Mathematics were converted to Z scores, t-ratios
were used to compare differences between means and the signifi-
carle of the differences.

*Tenth grade English consists of one somester Speech, one
semester English.

End-of-year-grades (1965-66) were correlated with IQ
score (Pearson r),

Regression equations calculated: end-of-year grades
(1965-66) based on IQ scores. Fisher exact probability test
used to evaluate differences between number of students with
"good" and "poor ft performances.



End of Study:

. Final grades of all students for a given subject* were
grouped together and the overall median grade was determined.
The number of students in each condition scoring above and
below the median was tabulated and the differences were
evaluated statistically in terms of the Chi Square Test of
Independence.

Scores from the twelfth grade STEP testing were treated
as above.

Attendance (number of days absent) data were treated as
above.

Final marks from grades four, five and six were obtained
on all subjects for whom they were available. A numerical
score was assigned to each grade obtained by each individual
over the three year period. Each subject's scores were summed
yielding an overall index of pe.zformance during the three
year period. The numerical values assigned to each letter
grade were as follows: A = 4; B= 3; C = 2; D = 1; F = 0.
An individual obtaining straight A's in all five subjects
for each year obtained a cumulative score of sixty, whereas
a person obtaining a mean n'iu tt throughout the period received
a cumulative score of thirty.

Eleventh grade mean Z scores for each subject were con-
verted to ranks as were cumulative scores over the fourth to
sixth grades. The rank order correlation between the two sets
of scores was obtained for each experimental condition.

*Mathematics excluded due to lack of sufficient number of
students taking subject.

Results: (Summary)

Although all the students in the program were under-.
achievers, the correlation of IQ with STEP scores at the
beginning of the study indicated that Group B was even more
clearly an underachieving group.

Analysis of the N-Ach Test results revealed no significant
differences between groups at the beginning or end of the first
year.

There was no statistically significant difference between
groups when IQ scores were compared.

STEP Results (1965-66)

Group B was significantly poorer than the other groups
in Mathematics at the beginning of the study; no significant
differences on other subject scales.
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Group A was significantly better than Group C. (Control)

on the Social Studies Scale at the end of the first year.

All groups snowed losses on all three scales when re-
tested at the end of the year.

Group B showed statistically significant losses on all

three scales of the STEP, Group C showed significant losses
on two of the scales, and Group A showed a significant loss
on only one of the scales.

Group A showed significantly less loss on the Reading
Scale than Group B and Group C.

Grades (1965-66)

Group A achieved significantly higher grades in Speech
compared with Group C at the end of the first year.

Group A achieved significantly higher grades in English
compared with Group C at the end of the first year.

The low correlations between IQ scores and end-of-year
grades (1965-66) strongly indicated the subjects of the study
were drawn from a population of underachievers.

When group means of Speech grades were compared, Group A
and B did not differ significantly from one another. However,
the use of regression equations to assess individual perform-
ance identified ten students as "good" and ten students as
II poor". None of the "poor" performers occurred in Group A
while none, of the "good" performers occurred in Group C.
Application of the Fisher exact probability test to evaluate
these differences revealed Group A differed significantly
from Groups B and C.

A significantly greater number of Group A students were
judged "good" performers in English compared with Groups B
and C.

A significantly greater number of Group B students did
better on Social Studies compared with Group C.

Grades: (1966-67)

No significant differences between groups were found.

STEP (1967-68)

Groups A and B scored significantly higher than Group C
on the Social Studies Scale of the STEP. While 80% of Group A
scored above the combined median, none of Group C scored above
the median, while Group B occupied an intermediate position.
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Grades: (1967-68)

Groups A and B were significantly higher than Group C

when final Social Studies grades were compared.

N-Ach Test (1967-68)

No significant differences between groups were found.

Attendance

Group A had significantly less absences than Group B.

Combined Results: (1967-68)

When median scores of all criterion masures employed
in the final evaluation were rank ordered, it was found. that
Group A ranked first on every variable. While this result
cannot be considered statistically significant, it is suggestive
of a differential response to the program.

Comparison of Performarce - Grades Four through Six vs. Eleventh
Grade

Only Group A showed a significant (positive) correlation
between performance in Grades four through six compared with
performance in grade eleven.

Discussion and. Interpretation

The Enriched Track Three Program yielded varied results,
some statistically significant, some statistically suggestive
and some empirically meaningful.

We began with two hypotheses (stated in null form):

A guidance program will not significantly increase the
achievement motivation of a group of high school low achievers.

A guidance program will have no significant effect upon
the achievement level of a group of high school low achievers.

The use of the McClelland. Need Achievement Test as a
measure of motivation to achieve, was a complete disaster.
The definition of achievement motivation as "competition with
a standard of excellence proved to be quite unrealistic as a
measure for ou.P students . We found that we could measure our
track one students on this scale, but it was too high a standard
for our group. We realized that we should have used a standard
of mediocrity, since our students seemed concerned with the
avoidance of failure and motivation for low achievement would
have demonstrated progress. Instead of the pursuit of excel-
lence, the desire to pass would have been a more realistic gauge
of motivation. If attendance data can be considered an indirect
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reflection of motivation related to school, then the seminar

condition made a difference. However, it cannot be assumed
that the motivation to achieve was necessarily the variable
measured since school attendance is often predicated upon
social rather than academic achievement needs, especially
with our student group.

Motivation to achieve was evident to our staff in

several non-quantitative ways. A demand to be quizzed and

concern over grades was a constant reminder that although
our students disclaimed concern about academic performance,
they protested too much. As they moved through the program,
they became more open about their concern for good performance.
The desire to continue with education past high school which
was expressed and pursued by many of our students is a valid
index of achievement motivation. From the original experi-
mental group of students (Groups A and B) who graduated '(forty-
seven students): seven were admitted to four year colleges;
nineteen matriculated at two year colleges; five were admitted
to two year colleges, but deferred their attendance for person-
al reasons; three other applications to two year colleges are
currently pending; one girl is attending a two year profes-
sional drama school; and anather is attending a secretarial
school. No student who applied for further education has
been denied it; even though these students have been track
three throughout high school.

During the three years of the programs, results shifted
from year to year. Although Group A surpassed Group C at
the beginning of the program on the STEP Social Studies
Scale, by the end of the first year, all three groups had
declined and showed losses on their scores. We attributed
the decline to the simplest and most obvious explanation -
our students had a marked aversion to taking standardized
group tests which they felt "put them down" and exposed
their inadequacies. They were quite vocal about their ob-
jections to taking such tests which they believed were in-
tended to show how dumb they were and which made them different
from the "normal" kids , It was in this area of test-taking
that the need to avoid failure was most pronounced. The
losses shown at the end of the first year retesting were
most likely the results of this aversion to the tests.
What is significant was that the losses were differential,
i.e., Group A showed significantly less loss than either
Group B or C. One assumption drawn is that the seminar
condition led to a feeling of being more adequate, less
threatened and less avoidant of failure.

The results suggested that while individual students
might benefit from the enriched program, this benefit might
not be apparent for the whole group; we found that some
students' personal problems went far beyond the scope of
assistance provided by our program.
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Both experimental groups shnwed significantly better
performance than Group C in the area of Social Studies as
measured by both test scores and grades. Group A was
originally superior to Group C on the STEP scores but this
difference disappeared when second year testing was done.
There is a consideration relevant to the Social Studies
results: Social Studies and English are dependent variables
particularly within our program and the effects of English
might very well be reflected in the Social Studies results.
The better a student can organize and express ideas, read
and write, the better he can answer questions.

An overview of the statistical results, both those
significant and only suggestive, indicate a preponderance

..of conditions where Group A surpassed Group B and/or C.
While unequivocal conclusions cannot be drawn from the re-
sults, the suggested direction should not be ignored. The
beneficial effects of the enriched program, particularly
with the seminar condition, is supported by the reactions
of faculty and students. Both of these participating groups
cited the changes in teacher-student relationships. The
students changed from a hostile-defensive posture, the
teachers from a critical-derogatory posture, to a positive
perception of each other based on mutual respect, intel-
lectual and personal. This alteration was based on three
years of experiences in class, on trips, discussion groups
and seminars.

In a program where so many changes were made, tangible
and intangible, it would be gratuitous to claim any one
factor as being primary or to disregard the effects of three
additional years of development and maturation. Such results
as were obtained must be attributed to the impact of the
total program upon teachers and students alike and the effect
upon the curriculum and classroom.

A significant and positive correlation between marks in
grades four through six and eleventh grade was found for
Group A. This indicates that only this group performcni in
accord with their elementary school performance. Those
Group A students who had "good" performance in grades four
through six wera able to be "good" performers in grade eleven.
"Good" performers in the other two groups did not perform
consistently. This suggested that the seminar condition
actualized the potential of these students. (The use 'of
eleventh grade marks was necessitated by practical considera-
tions).

Implications and Recommendations:

These students came to see us with varying degrees of
distaste for reading, writing and studying. In most cases
their "allergies" could be inferred and traced through com-
ments of elementary school teachers. Robert Heineman and
Marilyn Berstein in "The Fourth R" wrote, "Everyone knows
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that children have to "adjust" to school discipline, but it
is seldom understood_ until too late how devastating is the
power of that discipline. The impact of the teacher's power
on a self that knows nothing of its own sovereignty has a
profound and sometimes shattering effect on learning. If

this blow is not entirely responsible for learning disabili-
ties, it is certainly the source of that intractability which
nullifies the curative force of remddial techniques and baf-
fles good intention." "Bad experiences, real or imaginary,
bring these students to believe that genuine self-expression
inspires punishment and honest communication leaves them open
to mrnipulative controls."1 They learned to hide, to tune
out, and to cover with complicated defenses. Underneath the
facades were self-blame, self-doubt, and sometimes self-pity;
they expected to be low on the totem pole. Our basic premise
was one of attempting to change achievement patterns through
change in motivation, and the areas focused upon were cur-
riculum, instruction, and student attitude. We began to
understand, however, that these students courted failure
and ..in the light of our national preoccupation with academic
success, failure was an escape hatch. Accordingly, we changed
our focus from that of increasing motivation-to-achieve, to an
attempt to first decrease their avoidance-of-failure syndrome.
Failure threatened individuals are those "in whom the motive
to avoid failure greatly exceeds the motive to achieve. He
is dominated by the threat of failure, and so reJidts activi-
ties in which his competence might be evaluated against a
standard, or the competence of others. Were he not sur-
rounded by social constraints (social pressure by teachers
and/or peers) he would never voluntarily undertake an activity
requiring skill when there is any uncertainty about the out-
come." 2.

Curriculum:

As each year went by we learned to discard what was
least effective, to modify and implement., New techniques
suggested themselves, and were tried. The'rethinking of
how and 'why these students learn impelled the team to re-
evaluate the kind of curriculum which has been traditionally
used. The conclusion reached,was that the tight subject area,
time sequence approach prevents these students from learning,
and the teacher from teaching. Curriculum should be an on-
going process, vital and related to every day life, involving
all areas of instruction. Not that this approach isn't valid
for all students; but our underachieving students lack other
motivations and supports to leustain them. Teaching materials
must look new and exciting, and should be culled from movies,
television, newspapers, magazines, records, etc. Methodology
should not be bound by static approaches. Therefore, the
twelfth grade curriculum had a "humanities" approach which
included art, music and science as well as English and Social
Studies. This approach should be extended to include tenth
and eleventh grades so that school becomes "education for what
is real."
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We found that "back-to-back" scheduling of Social
Studies and English worked. well. The joint curriculum af-
forded const_nt communication among teachers plus the flexi-
bility of a time block.

Curriculum writing, and revising was and should be an
ongoing operation. It is possible for more than one teacher
to write, especially in English, a team approach is preferable.
A good teacher's teaching is inevitably identified with peraon-
ality. Material which works for one, may not be as suitable
for another. Summer is a good time to mimeograph course
materials, reading lists, tests and evaluation sheets. General
agreement on conceptual organization is necessary for articula-
tion, teacher to teacher, and between subjects. We found our-
selves continually evaluating, and on that basis discarding
what was least effective, and adding or substituting where
necessary. As we gained experience with track threeirsi
the curriculum written became more effective.

We involved the students where possible, and as an out-
growth of one discussion our students elected a committee to
present their ideas to the principal. These ideas involved
a new time schedule and different guidelines for study halls.
Incidentally, two years later these ideas were implemented.

In retrospect our Social Studies teachers were pleased
with the eleventh grade curriculum, but wished to expand and
finalize "protest and change" units.

In twelfth grade curriculum we effected the best mesh
between English and Social Studies. It cane closer-to our
ideal of meaningful integration with a wealth of rich back-
ground materials. it also represented the most successful
coordination of literature, trips, films, and special programs
with ongoing curriculum.

Through literature, students can pass into a new world
where thinking, feeling and learning are one. Books were
chosen with an eye to the realities of human experience, its
weakness, suffering and disappointments. Some books were
read in part in school, axle) students learned that their hoarded
feelings and private fantasies were part of the common fabric
of human experiences. Reading was thinking and feeling, and
books were chosen with this in mind.

Some of the most successful books studied were:

Anthem
Catcher in he Rye
Separate Peace
The Stranger
Lord of the Flies
Company "K"
Sands of Kalahari
Nothing But a Man
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Raisin in the Sun
The Last Hurrah
Caine Mutiny
Animal Farm
The Ugly American
Hunters
Of Mice and Men
Billy Budd (play)



Ox Bow Incident - reading level too difficult
Orwell's "1984" - Bombed - beyond their skill

and interest
Our Town - Proved to be too philosophical and

too abstract - Universalities did not
motivate

Discovering Your Language - stiffly resisted
Hidden Persuaders - Beyond the ability of most

Most successful films were:

Nobody Waved Goodbye
Math and Art
When I Grow Up
Nothing But a Man
On the Waterfront
High Noon - a fooler,

Most successful units were:

Roots of Happiness
The Eye of the

Perceiver
Lord of the Flies
Very Nice, Very Nice

students missed all subtleties

Mass Media; Protest and Change; The Family;
Prejudice

Most successful special programs:

Mr. T. with his horn - Music and Math (Math teacher)
Musical Group - Track three'rs
Japan - Mr. D. (Social Studies teacher)
What are your rights? - Mrs. P. (local attorney)

It's no accident that of the many and varied special
programs we presented, home talent rated highest.

Setting, Methods, Techniques:

Back-to-back English and Social Studies, and team teaching
allow flexibility in time, space, and methodology.

Varied and pertinent audio-visual instructional aides and
trips are important tools. These students learn more easily
through ears, eyes and touch, than by reading and studying.
Films, trips, etc. should be related to curriculum, coopera-
tively planned, and detailed as to specifics to be observed
and discussed. Each event should be followed by feedback
and evaluation.

We allowed time for small group oriented or solo
activities. In this way the Leachers could spend some time
with individuals.

Structure and aims needed to be definitive, and shared
goals important.

Repeat and review, but cloak in new clothes.
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Use student help wherever possible.

Start from structure and move to less as thsy bocome

more confident.

Vary the rhythm of space and tine.

Depth and flexibility of material important to help

teacher in appealing to different levels of experience

and basic skills.

Move from visual and auditory to reading, writing and

speaking.

Use imaginative approaches to develop reading, listening,

writing, speaking, associative and inferential skills.

Una6ver varied talents and interest of the group such

as music, dramatics, stamp collecting; utilize to

motivate, to elevate the "talented" one.

Avoid too concentrated work involving reading; space it.

Introduce techniques of interviewing and move frz,yr, Pimple

to more complex. Try to build intellectual curiosity, if

only in a limited way.

Knowledge of group dynamics would be an asset. As soon

as a disturbance or disquieting event happens, stop the

planned lesson and group discuss. It improves the level

of interaction between and among students, and it's sur-

prising the amount of insight they have into the problems

of others.

Much thought given to extend their ability to concentrate,

tackle and complete a given task. Start in a small way

and expand.

Homework was a problem. We found it unrealistic to ex-

pect some of these students to do homework on any regular

basis. A great many had jobs with long hours, some were

socially oriented, others were out for athletic teams.

They lacked the drive, time and discipline to do school

work out of school. "Enough already", to attend fairly

regularly. If we were "G.I." about homework, the plug-

gers and conformers did it, and the other half resisted.

Listening: These students were especially grateful when

we really listened to them. This had possibilities for

teaching them to really listen to us.

While some resisted reading and speaking, almost all

resisted writing. It was possibly the most demanding

and least rewarding task for teachers. We tried, to

raise their level of organization, logical thinking and
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recording of ideas.

After much struggle they put out a paper that they and
we were proud of. They also wrote, directed and acted
scenes involving Social Studies units. We also attempted
a television project, but this bogged down in argument
such as where the action would take place. The script
tended to call for locales such as Montauk Point and
Jones Beach.

Success breeds success, so plan for successes, no matter
how small. Attitudes have a profound effect on motiva-
tion, and success invariably improves attitude.

Use models where possible, both peer and adult.

Never take anything for granted in teaching track
three'rs; always define terms, boundaries.

Directed study in part of a class period, allowed for
some individual and/or remedial work.

There was a necl for these students to achieve immediate
results, therefore short term goals were necessary.

Capitalize and utilize their desire for social recogni-
tion and group approval. Track three'rs, more than
others, need to feel individual worth and confidence.

In working with study habits, make sure they understand
operational difference between learning and over-learning.

Since they watch television anyway, avoid guilt feelings
on their part, and assign television homework where
practical and relevant.

Foster self-evaluative habits. Too often they do not
profit from their experiences.

"Thought" cards area good technique, especially at the
start of the year. They help the teacher to know more
about the student in a relatively short time, and they
foster some looking ixlward. There is a tendency for
some track three'rs to be somewhat overproductive in
thought and action, in a haphazard way.

Seminar:

By design our twice weekly seminars were planned to be
an extension and enridhmeht of classroom experiences. We also
tried to allow and encourage expressions of their anger and
fear, to help them through group process to disentangle their
emotional problems from the academic. The overall group ex-
posure was threatening especially for students who made an
art out of hiding, of evasiveness. Also they felt it an
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imposition; time spent without a mark or unit of credit. We

learned during the tenth year, that it was more important to

discuss adolescent concerns such as dating and family problems.

Occasionally, there were topics pursued that were an outgrowth

of class work. Solving family and social problems was high on

the student's need list; enriched classroom work local

Our seminar students expressed ambivalent feelings

towards teachers. They liked teachers as individuals and

appreciated us as friends outside the classroom. However,

the moment we began to teach our individuality seemed to

disintegrate for them. They identified formal school

learning, with a means of getting somewhere, or toward

materialistic gain.

The restorative value of the straightforward and sympathe-

tic relationships developed in seminar, was not realized with

some students. Friendship and interest on the part of a teach-

er, in saveral cases was too threatening, students couldn't

allow the closeness. One boy needed the teacher's support,

asked for it, and then recoiled, presumably remembering old

fears of domination and manipulation.

On the whole, though, we found seminar an effective

technique for humanizing staff, for paying attention to what

was really current and important to our students. It allowed

and encouraged an expression of anger, and helped to identify

some of their problems. Frustrations and hostility couldn't

be throttled or sweet talked away. Before any learning took

place, attention had to be paid to releasing negative blouks,

and seminar served this purpose.

Students also learned that disagreement and divergence

do not always lead to rejection. As communication and empathy

increased between student and teacher, between student and

student, some of the more inhibited found it easier to express

themselves. Conversely, the impulsive, undisciplined extro-

verts, learned to be more thoughtful, to its ten. Although

none of the staff had formal training in g mp dynamics, every-

one learned more of the dynamics and the pvocess.

While seminar as .a technique was successful, our project

design locked a small group of students and teachers into

three years of meeting twice weekly. For optimum growth,

groups should be shuffled more frequently.

Teacher-Studer ; Relationship:

One of the most important aspects of working with non-

academically oriented students is to maintain flexibility.

Any valid, intellectual or emotional question should be

attended to. Flexible in this context should not be con-

strued to mean lack of teacher preparation, but rather to

mean teacher readiness for any divergent topics of importance.
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Sometimes the surest way to reach goals, was to go toward
it in a circular way, rather than a straight line.

Put aside lesson plans if necessary and seize every
opportunity in the classroom to get them to express freely
the feelings which interfere with learning. Beware of misun-
derstanding the meaning of stubborn learning blocks, Teachers
should not take it personally, should not regard :students'
achievement as a measure of ability to teach or their ability
to learn. We become especially vulnerable when we try to
rescue students from chronic failure. We feel too responsible,
inadvertently sharing their illusions about our power. Ex-
perience showed us, when a student makes up his mind not to
learn, no one can teach him.

Teachers must maintain a positive attitude even if it
hurts, and it does. These students question school and their
commitment is often equivocal. For some, special help classes,
tutoring, and clinics seem to make them feel more trapped.

It's important for teachers to set a minimum of rules,
but to be consistent. Keep teacher talk to a minimum and
guard against passivity; build an involvement.

Evaluations:

The problem of evaluation was a critical and puzzling
one. Marking systems in general use today, brand these
youngsters as failures. In our society, we sniff at the
gentleman "C", and only "B"s and "A"s are regarded as accept-
able. This fosters avoidance of failure behavior with low -on-
totem set.

When standardized teats were given, resistance was staunch.
As one boy said, "Here goes another put -down and we won't even
learn to correct our mistakes, we just learn that our percen-
tile is low." For purposes of our study, standardized tests
were required. After watching the test-taking behavior, how-
ever, it appeared that what was being measured was frustration,
anger, and anxiety levels.

In the classroom they preferred short quizzes once a
week; tests geared to cover a limited area, and with feedback
immediately after the quizz.

For some subjects, for all pupils, a "pass" or "fail"
option seems desirable. For students lacking in confidence
and some basic skills, it is especially desirable. It should
encourage them to broaden horizons without the nagging fear
of a low evaluation.

As experimentation evolved with various forms of evalua-
tion, grades, no-grades, etc., it soon became evident that
even more than an acceptable marking system was the track
three'rs need to be like everyone else.
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We think there is merit in a no-failure system. Individ-
uals would have contracts to be worked through at their own
speed. Accomplishments are recorded, but no one fails, al-
though it might take him longer to move on to the next task.
In other words, lack of a grade signifies that the set stand-
ards have not yet been met.

Organization:

The track three as identified at Syosset High School
includes a variety of pupils; the slow learner, the lazy and
unmotivated, pupils lacking in basic skills, and emotional
problems. We question the validity of designating these low
achieving students as a category different from the standard,
with all the implications that everybody reads into this.
The tracking system and the purposes underlying its original
organizations leave little doubt that track three occupies
the bottom of a hierachy. The implication is that for track
three students to be successful, they must remediate and move
up from their lowly position. We submit that most track three
students are not less than the standard students, but perhaps
different in attitudes, values, intellectual skills and cer-
tainly, experiences. We feel it highly unrealistic to expect
they will become just like their track two peers. Further,
we feel very strongly that something must be done to foster
their achieving and peer status with the track two students.
Therefore, we recommend that the track three designation be
eliminated and that we have more than one standard track
with curricula that are different, but equal.

The ungraded plan, and humanities approach, modular
scheduling of non-tracked students seems to offer much. The
large group arrangement lends itself to strntching their hori-
zons and self-respect; the small groups to 4,Nemediation and
group process benefits.

Experience has strengthened our opinion that these
students are deficient in basic skills such as reading, mathe-
matics, written and oral communication. Part of our recommenda-
tion for the track three program is an effort to provide re-
medial work within the framework of a regular class.

We are also responding to the relative lack of intra-
group stimulatica, the absence of other kinds of reactions
to learning, and the sometimes devastating effeeta of feeling
"so different from everybody else" that we have observed in
our students. With track three'rs there is continuous reflec-
tion and reinforcement of negative attitudes toward self,
scholastic achievement and aspirations which result from their
self- containment and insularity.

Until such time as heterogenous grouping, and the Nova
type plan can be initiated, we recommend enriched track three
be continued to take care of these students. We further
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recommended that enriched track three experiment be tried at
the seventh grade level. The results should be more valid
for several reasons. Seventh grade pupils would not be as
deeply involved in adolescent changes, and they would not
have experienced a previous track three "put-down", and
their defenses not so deeply entrenched.

While we are aware that the elementary schools have
given much time and thought to the underachiever and learning
blocks, we urge further study and experiment. The atart of
most of these problems is in the early years of life.

High school is rather late to start with these youngsters.
Better to try new techniques in elementary school before the
student internalizes a low self-image and an overpowering need
to avoid learning situations. The social-sexual demands of
adolescence complicates attempts to remediate and motivate in
high school.

Therefore, we strongly arge that a district committee
be formed for the purpose of determining what is the earliest
school level where "avoidance of failure" pattern can be iden-
tified, and what are its main characteristics. If it is feas-
ible, then a pilot or experimental program should be instituted
for purpose of modifying this problem, at the earliest possible
grade level.
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XII Appendixes:

Description of Pictures

A. "Father-Son" card 7BM from the Murray Thematic
Apperception Test.

B. Two men ("inventors") in a shop working at a
machine*.

G. Boy with vague operation scene in background;
card 8BM from the Murray Thematic Apperception
Test.

H. Boy in checked shirt at a desk, an open book in
front of him*.

See McClelland et al, "The Achievement Motive"

COLLECTING STORIES
Directions

Four 81/2 x 14 inch sheets of paper clipped together were
handed to each subject. On each sheet four sets of questions
were printed. The sets of questions were spaced on the sheet
so that one quarter 4of the page was allowed for writing about
each of them. The four questions, adapted from Murray (1938),
were intended to insure complete coverage of a plot. They
were:

1. what is happening? Who are the persons?
2. What has led up to this situation? That

has happened in the past?
3. What is being thought? What is wanted?
4. What will happen? What will be done?

is, what

By wham?

The experimenter read, the following instructions:

This is a test of your creative imagination. A number
of pictures will be projected on the screen before you.
You will have twenty seconds to look at the picture,
then about four minutes to make up a story about it.
Notice that there is one page for each picture. The
same four questions are asked. They will guide your
thinking and enable you to cover all the elements of
a plot in the time allotted. Plan to spend about a
minute on each question. I will keep time and tell
you when it is about time to go on to the next ques-
tion for each story. You will have a little time to
finish your story before the next picture is shown.

Obviously there are no right or wrong answers, so you
may feel free to make up any kind of a story about thf7,
pictures that you choose. Try to make them vivid and
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dramatic, for this is a test of creative imagination.
Do not merely describe the picture you see. Tell a
story about it. Work as fast as you can in order to
finish in time. Make them interesting. Are there
any questions? If you need more space for any ques-
tion, use the reverse side.

The room was then darkened for twenty seconds while the
first picture was projected on a screen before the subjects.
After twenty seconds the picture was turned off, the lights
were turned on, and the subjects began writing. The experi-
menter kept time, and after a minute had been allowed for
each question, would say, "Allright, it is about time to go
on to the next question." When the subject had been writing
for thirty seconds on the last question, the experimenter
would say, "Try to finish up in thirty seconds." At the end
of the final minute he would begin to prepare for the next
picture, allowing no more than fifteen seconds more than the
required time for finishing the stories. The lights would
be dimmed and the next picture projected on the screen for
twenty seconds, and so on without interruption until all
four stories had been written. The tour pictures used in
these particular six experiments will be designated B, H,
A, and G (in order of presentation). The first two of
these are reproduced in McClelland. The second two were
from Murray TAT series (TAT 7 BM, "father-son" picture;
and TAT, .8 BM, "boy and operation scene" picture).

Procedure in Scoring Stories

The following are definitions of scoring categories.

Achievement motivation or need for achievement (N-Ach)
is defined as "the concern over competition with a standard
of excellence."

Definition of Categories

I. Achievement Imagery (AI)

1. Competition with a standard of excellence

(a) One of the characters in the story is engaged
in some competitive activity, other than pure cases
of aggression where winning or doing as well as or
better thari others is actually stated as the primary
concern. Wanting to win an essay contest, or an
apprentice wanting to show the master that he, too,
can fix the machine, are typical examples.

(b) If one of the characters in the story is en-
gaged in some competitive activity other than pure
cases of aggression but the desire to win or do as
well as or better than others is not explicitly
stated, then
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(1) Affective concern over goal attainment, and
(2) Certain types of Instrumental Activity are
considered as indicating that the desire to com-
pete successfully with a standard of excellence
is implicit in the story.

Examples of (1) would be: "The boy wins the essay con-
test and feels roud." "The boy loses the contest and be-
comes bitter." The boy anticipates the glory that will be
his if he should win."

An example of (2) would. be: :"The boy is working very
carefully on his essay."

(c)' Meeting self-imposed requirement of good
performance. In order to score for AI what is
needed are words to the effect that a good,
thorough, workmanlike job, and so forth is de-
sired, or statement showing the affective con-
cern or Instrumental Activity that will allow
such an inference.

Typical examples are: "The boy is studiousl and care-
fully preparing his homework." "The boy is worr ed because
he cannot quite grasp the meaning in the textbook assignment."
In order for AI to be scored the story must show concern over
the excellence of the trsk performed, in other words, con-
cern over personal achievement.

2. Unique Accomplishment

One of the characters is involved in accomplishing other
than a run-of.4he-mill daily task which will mark him as
a personal success. Inventions, artistic creations, and
other extraordinary accomplishments fulfill this cri-
terion.

3. Long-Term Involvement

One of the characters is involved in attainment of a
long-term achievement goal. Being a success in life,
becoming a machinist, doctor, lawyer, successful busi-
nessman, and so forth, are all examples of career in-
volvement which permit the inference of competition with
a standard of excellence unless it is made explicit
that another goal is primary, e.g., food for kids,
personal security. The relationship of a specific
task to a long-term achievement goal must be clearly
stated and not inferred by the scorer when it does
not fulfill criterion. (I. above)

If at least one of these above three criteria are scored,
then the story may be scored for the following categories as
well.
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II. Achievement Thema (Ach "T)

Achievement thema is scored when the achievement ima-

gery AI is elaborated in such a manner that it becomes

the central plot or thema of the story. Striving for

an achievement goal and eventual attainment of the goal

may be the central plot of the story. The scorer must

decide whether or not the whole story is an elaboration

of the achievement behavior sequence. If there is any

doubt about the achievement imagery being central to

the plot, Ach TH is not scored.

III, Instrumental Activity (I)

Overt or mental activity by one or more characters in

the story indicating that something is being done about

attaining an achievement goal is considered instrumental

e^tivity. Instrumental activity is scored only once per

story even though there may be several instrumental acts

stated. There must be an actual statement of activity

within the story independent of both the original state-

ment of the situation and the final outcome of the story.

If the first sentence of a story describes such a situa-

tion as "two men are working on a new invention" and

there is no further statement of Instrumental Activity

in the story, I would not be scored. Hither would I

be scored if a story went on with no statement of In-

strumental Activity and ended "they will finish the

invention." (See McClelland, Chapter 4, for a full

description of analysis of stories.)

The presence of a scoring category in a story receives

a score of one point for each of the categories, making

a total possible score of three points per story.
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DAILY ANECDOTAL RECORD - EXCERPTS

Thursday, October 21 196 :

Period 1 class saw film, "The Scientific Method", post-
ponedMi7Mt week. Instead of having discussion of film
and application of its principles to group discussion, I
decided to have them answer questions based on the film in
order to settle thim down and give them something that they
recognize as "work". They seem to need some carefully
structured quiet work for part of each period to keep them
tAlom becoming overstimulated.

Period 2 - Via questions and answers we began to
analyze the question for discussion:

"How can Syosset High School do a better job of
educating young people?"

We established the fact that we would have to agree
on what we mean by educating, before proceeding to the
question. In the course of exploring this problem
What do we mean by educating--I had occasion to remark,
in response to a question, that I didn't know, wasn't
sure. A few minutes later, I observed that I often
learn from my students and that we all learn from one
another every day. Gary K. raised his hand, and, in
a pleasantly ingenuous manner smilingly observed that
teachers can be so different from one another. "Last
year I had a teacher who said he knew all the answers,
and you've just told us you don't know everything. He
also used to say that ha was the teachr.r and we were to
learn from him, not the other way. Now you just said
that you often learn from us. It's funny how different
teachers can be!" Before telling how I responded to
this perceptive observation, I would like to say that
Gary's remarks suggest to me that perhaps the spirit
of the program,is beginning to get through to some of
them. I responded by saying that I'd like to bet that
the other teacher was a young person, much younger than
I--that when you're young as they are, you often think
that you know everything but that as you grow older,
you begin to realize that you know, or can be sure of,
very little, "Since I'm very old "(l), said I, "I know
hew little I know!" We all laughed at that.--We went
on to include in'our definition of education experiences
encompassing all aspects of school life, not just text-
book learning.

October 13, 1965: Discussion - The Rise of Christianity

A. Jewish Antecedents
1. idea of Messiah
2. Concept of Messiah at tins of Roman Conquest
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Read from Bible - Genesis Account of Adam and Eve

A. Question-Bible as historical source
1. Accuracy in Israeli-Arab war

B. Paul - Idea of mission

Read from Acts of Apostles (Chap. 3)

Map work - illustrate difficulties

This lesson maintained the interest of both classes.

Both groups had only the vaguest ideas about the Bible or

its place in the Western World. They were only aware of
its religious significance, although no student had e_ ver

read any portion of the Bible: either Old or New Testament.

Only (me student had even a "nodding" acquaintance
with the history of the Jews, although they had all heard

of Moses. No student knew of Solomon, Saul or David!

They were totally unaware of the historical signifi-
cance of the Bible and were interested in an account of, the .

use of the Old Testament by the Israeli army to discover the

routes of old roads. (They used roads that were built 14.000

years ago, but had been buried in the interim).

The students had only a superficial understanding of
oil; relationship between Judaism and Christianity. This is

one area that needs a lot of stress.

Friday, October 29, 19§1:

Again, with two classes in one, I used an outline of
the "Rise of Charlemagne", I taught this class, just as I
would a track two class. By dictating the "story" in out-
line form, interspersed with a study of the wall map, - I

f*,1 that the lesson went over fairly well. Most students
seemed' to enjoy the lesson, which was spiced with various
commentary on the historical figures in the lesson. Of

course, the second class proved to be a challenge, with
the two chatterboxes, Debbie M. and Keith H. in the same
room. A few pertinent remarks would put them in their
place for awhile, and we managed to get something accom-
plished. The two above mentioned individuals seem to
"infect" the others with a sense of unruliness.

Week of Oatol_____.0._.11.ga4LIrou1 196E:

General Observations

This week's work was devoted to a study of the rights
of'Englishmen, or more specifically, to those rights which
present day America has received as its heritage.
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The lessons included a lot of discussion and board work.
In general, the classes were active and interested. Both
groups have difficulty taking notes in the sense that they
have not developed note-taking skills beyond copying an out-
line from the board. They need more practice in organizing
materials and in separating the important details from the
trivial.

The first period class is a much better class as far as
attention, interest and seriousness of purpose are concerned.
The second period class is a much mare difficult class to
teach. With the exception of J.K., R.S., and J.S., they
seam to be totally uninterested. K.H. tries to be disruptive
and C.L., E.L., and J.P. are constant chatterboxes. C.E.,
D.B. and J.K. are the most responsive members of the group,
and have participated in a meaningful way to the discussions
in class.

Specifics!

G.K. seems to be very negative about the course. He
likes the material, but is very resentful of the fact that
it is "special". On Tuesday, he intimated that I taught
differently when I was with my track two'rs. I invited him
in as a guest for my track two class, but his schedule would
not a/low it. The invitation did make an impression however.

On Thursday, I had a big session with the whole class on
the same topic of "being special". Most of the kids are be-
ginning' to get over the idea that we are "mickey-mousing"
them. M.Z. and W.F. even mentioned that the course was not
"Track Three", but was just a different version of track two.
G.K. immediately closed off, but he was listening to my re-
marks. I told them that a certain amount of complaining was
healthy, but that when it became a way of life, it was time
for a little self-examination. They obviously see them-
selves in a way that is far different from my view of them.
I said that it seemed to be another case of "The Eye of the
Beholder" (They remembered the movie from last year)- and
they should get their own image squared away.

tough 2, 1966
This week I tried something that grew out of the lesson

on Friday, when Mrs. R. and I combined classes. I used the
board to list the advantages of the Revolutionists in our War
of Independence. On Friday, when both classes were combined,
the response was amazing. There was more participation and
more interaction than at anytime previously. I used the same
method this week each day, and the results were the same. For
the first time, I bad a raai discussion going among the stua
dents on a few vital topics. For example, G.K. brought up the
fact that the United. States under the Articles of Confederation,
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had no Supreme Court, and then,
merits and value of the Supreme
we had a good discussion on the
(even though we never mentioned

B-4

he and B.A. discussed the
Court. Today, in both classes,
demerits of a reciprocal tax

the word, "reciprocal") .

So far, it has proven to be a good method, and I would

like to see for how long it will be effective. There is a

lot of work as far as outlining the lesson on the board goes,

but it might also be effective in variations of the technique.

2s1022t21L12kk:

Book Talk: Biography as a source of history - Guest Speaker,

Mrs. G. (Librarian)

Social Studies and English classes were in one room one

period. Length of talk - thirty-five minutes with ten minutes

to select books.

Student response was very good. They were attentive- -

when comments were made, they were pertinent. No silly ir-

relevancies.

T.L. and R.V.--some social exchange. C.E. present, but

controlled. There was comparatively little restlessness.

They seemed to enjoy.

Teacher Evaluation - Excellent presentation. Thorough

preparation* Each student instructed to withdraw book. This

is the Social Studies class requirement, but will be coordi-

nated with English requirement in relation to study of the

Biography, as a fora of literature.

November 1, 1966:

Discussion - "The Catcher in the Rye". (Many students were

absent--Holy Day.)

Wide range of discussion --Parents as examples of behavior-

Eleventh year behavior--Mental struggle leads to self-des-

tructionStructure of novel--Protagonist-Antagonist.

Student Response: R.R. (When bell rang) "Boy! It's hard.

You have to know so much"--mimicked me by framing questions
as I do--Also tried to get involved in discussion--(even as

I do too).

Greg--really save of himselfstill judgmental however- -

Comment on behavior of "you eleventh graders"--who should
have more control. Brought out Roldenls lack of palental

models since he was always away at school. B.A.t"Parents can

be a guide". T.L,: Grimaced at tnis, but no comment. R.R.:

Placed education at private school at higher level. They have

seminars there. (Sic!)
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B.A. started a "high-level type" trend in discussion
by bringing up idea of protagonist. Does this novel have an
antagonist, if there's only Holden? On to idea of conflict- -
Protagonist and Antagonist--from which T.L. evolved--"Then
Holden must be protagonist and antagonist because he's figh-
ting with himself."

G.K.: "Holden is a baby - -most of the time. He wants to
beglown-tp-grey hair, drinking at a bar--but he acts like a

child too".

On to--teenagers are both - -the struggle to grow up.
T.L.: "Well, that's how we are--On to-- Junior high students
compared with high school students--so much was said--but,
they still do not hold on to one idea for extended time.

M.T. gets a bit confused -- language- -and, I think, mores
interfere with full comprehension. Even H.S. made one or two
comments.

Teacher evaluation - Beautiful! Small group cloded
itself together (without actually forming a circle.) Gave
R.R. leadership, which he took with alacrity and aplomb.

For the first time I saw the possibility of holding a
discussion. They talked to one another, back and forth.
They istened and responded.

November 1

Continuation of discussion of "The Catcher in the Rye" -
Holden's likes: children; nuns; animals; the dead.

Student response.- Very good--all to the point--and
thinking along --drawing conclusions as to threats to Holden
deduced from what he likes and is comfortable with.

T.L.-(Wednesday) Wonderful--sensitive--yet, had to des-
troy what she had created by tearing into Holden as "crazy- -
nuts!". T.L. (Thursday) Talkative in childish, unrelated
fashion--wise-cracks. She seems to negate a "good" day with
a "bad".

G.K.-Always protests-- "We read into the novel. I do not
see these things. Why don't you ask straight questions?" T.L.
tried to explain how we deduced---but G.K. just resists.

Introduced idea of inviting psychologist to give a
"scientific" explanation of Holden.

Teacher evaluation - On the whole, this book has every-
one involved; and while there is constant rejection of Holden- -
I have an idea he is making his mark. The diehards who are not
reading: R.R., R.G., K.H. e and M.Z. (M.Z. so involved in his
difficulties) Re: M.Z.--Spent almost whole period looking for
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his pass for physicalcouldn't find it. "I'll get into
trouble if I don't go - -You won't let me ". Teacher: 'Not

without a pass". M.Z.: "Well, I'll tell theM it's your

fault. You didn't let me go".

December lit 1966:

"Raisin in the Sun"--Representation of different points of

view of Negro Community within the play. Conflict of
generations--New and old ideas.

Period 1: More open, at ease with discussion--On whole,
they are less aspiring (re: college, I think) .than Period II,
therefore, less on defensive re some ideas like:

Conflict generations
God belief versus atheism
Expression of feelings

Fewer snippy remarks directed at me in regard to freedom

of expression. T.L.: Always throw a curve at me - -I suppress

them - -their freedom of speech. J.A.: They can't express
themselves if they disagree with me.

Re:--Discussion conflicting ideas--GodMan--(Man makes
"miracles"--not God.) Period I immediately picked up: Air-

plane- -moon journey, etc. Period II--H.S. "Airplane is man's

miracle". Life itself "Oh, man's not so great anyway".

Suddenly--T.L.-"Will you tell me why we have to discuss

this point for a half-hour?" (discussion was on about five
minutes). R.R.--Intense listening (because he is going to

use this material on tests) -"Because it's interestin, . T.L.

"Well, you're (meaning me) always trying to tell me what to

think". R.R.: Strong defense of me, the teacher---T.L. and
R.R. shouted back and forth at one another. R.R. accused T.L.
of closed mind - -not seeking any othir point of view and being
stupid. Other studentsShe has to have the last word--and
she does--even if it's sotto voce!

Poor T.L.--she needs help--Converts everything as
against her. Always Ale defensivethus always ready to
dash but. I begin to ink she is a compulsive talker.

R.R.--seemed to see rtaltarmg T.L. He shouted to
her that she always misinterpreted. The class accepts her
behavior. I guess they know her better than I do. After
this incident, T.L. refused to continue reading her role,

the daughter. J.M.: "I'll read." B.M.:--had refused to
read her role, Mama. She was really doing badly- -Was she
being shown up? J.M.: "She's an atheist!" "I would slap
her in the face too, like mama!" (Character, Ben&atha) J.K.:

"But she's been exposed to other ideas"(more accepting than

J.M.)
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September 27, 1966:

Quiz - Law and Rights

Both classes received quizzes to start the ball rolling.
The discussions about law and why the accused has many rights
and protections were lively and informative. They seemed
happy that a lawyer will speak to them.

September 28, 1966:

The quiz proved that the students learned something from
the discussion yesterday. The second quiz question was a
disaster, with only the steady J.P.'s, L.L.'s, R.C.'s and N.F.'s
accepting the responsibility of going inb the book with an open
mind. The real surprise is K.R. She is coming out of her
shell little by little.

The class periods were fruitful; even so, the majority
didn't read the assignment. It was a meaningful lesson in
the classes, for I had them interpret key paragraphs. They
did very well and understood the author's method of charac-
terization.

October 2 throu: 28 and 31; November 1 thro 1966:

Introduction to "The Catcher in the Rye"

The novel is going over--but, as usual, the neurotic
personality of Holden is not understood. With the exception
of S.M., RAC, R.L., D.H.--all the students have been reading
and responding in class.

The first written assignment was to pretend they are
Holden and respond to a photograph of four marines carrying
a dead comrade. By the end of the period the compositions
were handed in with short immediate reactions.

The next three days were spent in an attempt to help
the students construct characterization according to politi-
cal, social, religious, economic beliefs of Holden, and have
them refer specifically to the book, and remembering the
elements of illustration, detail and reason. It will be
interesting to observe how they react to correcting the
papers and rewriting them according to the outline.

B.V.G., R.C., L.L., and M.G. were the interested ones.
A.B. didn't take pains, but understood Holden, and had a
great ear for Hold.en's language.

A noted change took place in D.M., A.B., and T.R.--as
the end of the semester approachedtheir attitude changed
from one of hostility to the loveable con artist.
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I failed all students who scored below fifty in the

end term examination. They were R.W., R.L. and A.S. The

test was difficult. The scores were in the higl, eighties,

and nineties, only three seventies, the rest in the sixties

and fifties.

R.L. has slipped into oblivion.

November 28 throu: December 2 1966 December throu:h 9:

Reading "Raisin in the. Sun" in class--Final exam. for second

marking period

Student response - This play went over big. D.M. even

came around. She did excellent "cold" readings of "Ruth" in

the drama. D.S. did just as well. P.M. tried the male lead,

and kept plugging. A.B. was absent a lot, but was attentive,

and read a part effectively. He also knew more about civil

rights than any other student. He also knew the story of

Prometheus. B.V.G. continues to show improvement in class-

work, homework and attitude. J.S. did a good job--when

prompted. She and N.F. were the orly two in the seminar

group who didn't fight for parts.

The non-seminar group was less

but they enjoyed doing it. R.W. is

uneven in his classwork--going from
sophisticated. answers.

responsive to the play,

useless. T.R. is very
baby talk to fairly

The best student in this class is G.B. He takes excel-

lent notes, answers difficult questions, and asks excellent

questions of me. M.A. is influenced by R.W. and T.R. Alone,

he does allright. R.L. has picked up--He is doing something.

He had fun with the teaching machine, but had to jump around

after twenty minutes. A.S. is bad off, but is trying at least.

If. R. is an excellent student.

While talking of the family, R.C. cc; xi how she dis-

likes her father. E.C. seems barely alive. She and S.M. are

household drudges already. D.H. is an anomaly, but at least

he has shown some interest. T.L. is as jumpy as a three year

old. He is an appealing kid. He would never be nasty or

mean to wayone--teachers or students.

Teacher evaluation - The play was a successfor the

kids could identify with the "kitchen drama".

"Our Town" is next--Role playing again. It will be

interesting to see if it goes over.

October 5, 1966:

The second chapter of "Ox Bow Incident" - The dialogue and

how it should be read; the leader of a group and what

ho can do
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Student response - The students in the non-seminar group

failed the quiz, but came alive in the discussion. The semi-
nar group did well in the quiz, and killed the discussion.
K.R. was the star of the class. L.L. seems to be coming back
into the world.

Teacher evaluation - The intensity of the dialogue final-
ly came across to the students. They understood the dynamics
of the situation. How carefully they must read, and how to
classify the reactions of the characters.

2staktLIIILILL12412kk:

Sins of Omission in matters of law and order; sins of com-
mission in matters of law and order; what is the nature
of man- -good, evil, blank slate? Characterization in
the movies.

Student response - The three periods began with quizzes
based on the topics. The results were mediocre in both
classes.

The lack of interest gets to be too much; and it is like
pulling teeth to get a reaction. They read from their books
in class to answer questions on characterization - -and how the
characters commit the sin of omission and commission against
society. The question concerning "which sin is greater"
caused commotion in both classes, and stimulated reaction
amongst the students.

The students who stood out were: E.S. $ D.W., L.L.,
(she seems to be coming up to her old style), K.R., R.C., and
G.B. were alive during the discussion.

The most interested students in the film discussion were:
E.S., A.S., D.W., and G.B. These showed a great deal of
interest. The week was a complete waste for D.M. She was
nasty and would not stop doing her history homework.

Teacher evaluation - My evaluation of the week was that
only half the students read the assignments, but they all
have gained from the basic material that was presented and
related to the book.

OctobeE12112jeriod II:__Ez
Reading and discussion of "The Ox Bow Incident" - Some final

comments about man's responsibility to his fellow man.

Student response - All focused on reading--sections of
lc.st chapter- -as usually happens when I read aloud, they shift
from page to me -- However, they were generally involved. Some
strong ideas emerge from these pages -- Collusion, shifting of
responsibility, and assumption of responsibility.
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J.A. couldn't bear this last. Thought Davies an "idiot"

for feeling the way he did--being guilty for oth3rs.

We had just talked about "The Investigation", Peter Weiss

play which I had seen--Drew parallels with actions in "The Ox

Bow Incident": Examined author's purpose for writing novel- -

so I turned to the board, wrote---

Davies Jesus

If you call Davies an "Idiot" for feeling gurity--then

you must also call Jesus an idiot for assuming man's guilt!

I didn't say that! J.A. cried--You can't make that

comparison --T. L.

Wait
What

know not
Yes,

a minuteHe didn't die because of guilt--B.A.

did He say? (Teacher) --Forgive them, 0 Lord, they

oh, yes B.A.

M.Z. was meanwhile sitting intently and intensely--pulled

into himself and pressing forward---thinking, listening--and

suddenly, he cried--"She's right! She's right - -A track one

c1 as would get it like this (snap of,fingers)--a track two

would take longer--but you, and be stretches out and waves

arms, you're all dumb! You can't get the idea".

J.A. and T.L. bristled! J.A. said, "I'm not dumb. Just

because I don't agree with her, (teacher) doesn't make me dumb!"

T.L.--How can you argue such a things -You can't argue

about a religious idea. She stayed to talk with me after the

bell rang--I tried to show her that the point being made was

one of logic, not religion.

Teacher evaluation - Good show--Kids- and maybe some

thoughts begin to perk. (Although, C.L. says, "I never think".)

Use of shock technique --If M.Z. had not "seen" it --

Use of syllogism picked it up and used it, it

would have fallen flat--it was an

abstraction.

Students who read "Ox Bole are admitting, "It's good".

To M.T.--the whole thingsis foreign--especially the ideas

of law, justice--other abstract ideas.
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